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A.   SPECIALTY. 
Being one of the oldest as well as one 
of the largest Wholesale and Retail Clothing 
Manufacturers in Boston, and having had 
years of experience in catering to the wants 
of YOUNG MEN especially, we congratulate 
ourselves that we have filled a needed want 
in locating a Branch Store in Lewiston. We 
know we can 
SAVE YOU 25 PER   CENT. 
By buying your Goods of us, because being 
producers we are able to sell at the LOWEST 
MANUFACTURERS' PRICES, thus saving to 
you the middlemen's profits. We shall be 
pleased to have you favor us with a call 
when needing anything in our line. 
STRICTLY   ONE   PRICE. 
HI 
v my, 
203 Lisbon St., app. the P.O., Lewiston. 
W.   G.   WARE,   Manager. 
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EDITORIAL. 
rpO   SUGGEST   any   improvements 
"■■ which sire discussed by the students 
of a college seems to come within the 
province of the paper which represents 
the institution. The college publica- 
tion is a medium through which the 
general sentiment of the students may, 
without embarrassment, reach the Trus- 
tees and Faculty. Some reforms have 
been inaugurated during our connection 
with Hates, the credit of which must 
be divided between the authorities and 
the students; and both have reason to 
take pride in the measures. For the 
marked and otherwise disfigured walls 
of the inside of the buildings, there 
have taken their place those free from 
defacement. We hope that there will 
be such a sentiment at Bates, that a 
man who disfigures the buildings will 
run the risk of being handled severely 
by the students as well as by the Fac- 
ulty. The spacious grounds of Bates, 
we believe, are capable of being made 
to compare favorably with the most 
beautiful college grounds in New Eng- 
land. One obstacle in the way of 
securing this is the custom of driving 
teams in front of the college buildings, 
and of having hitching posts where 
alone grass and trees should be culti- 
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vated. The custom of allowing hacks 
and all other classes of teams to drive 
in front of the college buildings is a 
privilege granted only by Bates. If 
some plan could he devised for keep- 
ing horses from the ground in front of 
Parker Hall, the spot which is now 
the least attractive could be covered 
with grass and made beautiful. If 
this could be accomplished there would 
be, in our judgment, as much character 
given to the college as could be secured 
by one new building which would cost 
825,000. At this point the question 
naturally arises : Can any plan be de- 
vised? By having another door made 
in the basement, trunks could be taken 
from all parts of the building and car- 
ried out on the back side nearly as 
handily as on the front. As far as 
stairs are concerned we should be merely 
substituting the flight in the basement 
for the steps on the outside of the 
building; and as a team could slop 
much nearer the entrance on the back 
side of Parker Hall than on the front, 
it would be nearly as easy to get a trunk 
from a hack to any room, by taking it 
in the hack way. No one will argue 
that there could be but a slight incon- 
venience in the plan, and all would un- 
doubtedly be willing to forego this for 
the sake of the improvements which 
might be made in the appearance of 
the college grounds. 
The recent action of the Supreme 
Court of Massachusetts, in sustaining 
the decision of the lower court respect- 
ing the Bates subscription, may seem 
to be the last act to consummate a great 
financial calamity to the college.    The 
Rates subscription with the interest due 
would, at this time, have amounted to 
about-$135,000. To a young college 
the loss must be regarded as :i severe 
blow ; but the institution has no reason 
to l>e disheartened. Many colleges, 
when at several times its age, have not 
had a larger endowment fund than 
Bates ("in .show even after sustaining 
its recent loss. Apparent misfortunes 
often stimulate to a more earnest effort, 
in order that the losses sustained may 
not produce effects of a permanent 
nature. 
Too much cannot be said to encour- 
age a lively interest in base-ball. If 
the Bates nine hope to win any laurels 
another season they must he active, and 
must receive; the support of the whole 
college. During the years which Bates 
held the championship of the State, it 
was hard work which gave the nine 
success. It has also been hard work 
which has given the championship to 
Colby for the last three years. We 
were recently conversing with a young 
lawyer who was a student at Colby 
in 1878-!). He spoke of playing at 
Lewiston on the Colby nine and of 
getting beaten by the Bates. About 
this time, he informed us, Colby began 
to show more interest than formerly 
in base-ball. This, he added, has con- 
tinued until the nine has taken the 
championship of the State. The Colhy 
nine is already organized. The vacan- 
cies which were made by the departure 
of '83 have already been lilled. With- 
out making any claims to the champion- 
ship, we will say that if Bates will de- 
velop the base-ball talent which is in 
y 
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college she may, at least, expect to win 
some victories. 
It is to be regretted that the under- 
graduates furnish so little matter for 
the columns of  the   STUDENT.      They 
appear to think that, after they have 
paid their year's subscription, they have 
performed their only duty ; henceforth 
Ihe work belongs to the editors to do. 
From some mysterious source they are 
supposed to draw an abundant supply 
of interesting matter for each number, 
and if they fail they are of course sub- 
ject to criticism. This is no more the 
case now than formerly. The STUDENT 
has never received the support in col- 
lege that it ought to have. 
The STUDENT is not published in the 
interest of any class, but to repre- 
sent the whole college. 
We believe that no board of editors 
who have ever had charge of it have. 
held so narrow a view of its purpose 
as to suppose for a moment that they 
were publishing it in the interest of their 
class, or had a desire to withhold the use 
of its columns from any one. On the 
contrary they would gladly welcome 
help from any source. They have had 
too deep an interest in its success to 
endanger its prosperity by such a course 
as that. 
The STUDENT ought to represent the 
college in all its interests, and ought 
to receive the support of all—faculty, 
alumni, and students. This support 
it does not get; the students pay their 
dollar, and that is all they do. The 
cases are rare in which they contribute 
anything to its columns. Occasionally 
some one will furnish an item for the 
locals, and still more rarely the literary 
editor can secure an article. The 
alumni have been very generous in 
their support tin's year; but that is 
not enough. It does not devolve upon 
them to sustain it entirely, nor is it 
right for the. students to leave it for 
them to do. 
As a matter of justice to themselves 
it is not the right course for the stu- 
dents to follow. They lose a practice 
which all need and which they ought 
to have before it comes their turn to 
assume the charge of the magazine. 
There are now three classes in col- 
lege, each of which will have to take 
il in turn, if the present system of 
conducting it is continued. Why not be- 
gin the work immediately ? Do not wait 
to be asked personally, but send in 
something at once. To make the mag- 
azine newsy we want to know about 
everything that takes place around col- 
lege. 
The preceding editorial leads di- 
rectly to a question that has been up 
for discussion in college for several 
years. As the time approaches for 
each class to assume control of the 
STUDENT, it usually considers the ques- 
tion if it shall give it up to the college. 
As it is a matter that vitally concerns 
the success of the magazine, it will not 
be out of place for us to briefly re- 
view it. 
It is apparent to all that the STUDENT 
does not receive the support from the 
students to which it is entitled. 
It is said by some that this may be 
accounted for by the fact that the maga- 
zine as now conducted is a class affair, 
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and is of no concern to the great body of 
the students, lint is it a fact that if 
the STUDENT was turned over to the 
control of the college, that those who 
were not personally interested in its 
success would do any more work for it 
than they do at present? The editors 
might receive more support in the way 
of sympathy, but there is a serious 
douht in our mind if that sympathy 
would have any practical expression, 
in the way of matter for the paper. 
Until it can be shown that such a 
result will lie forthcoming the chance 
is not likely to be adopted, for each 
class, being unfamiliar with the work, 
is naturally of the opinion that it can 
surpass its predecessors in the manage- 
ment of the magazine, and therefore 
is not willing to give up its chance of 
doing so until it sees that something 
is to be gained by the change. 
Again, the success of the STUDENT 
depends not only upon the amount of 
outside support that it receives, but 
also upon the editors. The degree of 
enthusiasm with which (hey take up the 
work determines the character of the 
publication. It is a matter of question 
if a board of editors, chosen from all 
the classes, could have a common incen- 
tive; which would tend to bring out all 
their energy and concentrate it upon 
this one thing, equal to class pride in 
its success. We all know that class 
sympathies are of the strongest charac- 
ter, and that there is nothing better 
calculated to bring out one's efforts 
than a desire to excel a preceding class. 
We know that this is rivalry, and do not 
say that it is the proper incentive for 
an editorial board to act upon, but as 
a matter of fact it is one not to be dis- 
regarded. If the STUDENT was under 
the control of the college, its manage- 
ment would naturally fall in a great 
measure into the hands of one class, 
and in that way cause more dissatisfac- 
tion than now. when it properly belongs 
there. Again, we may be allowed to 
say as a matter of opinion that the 
STUDENT, ever since we have been famil- 
iar with its management, has compared 
favorably with those college magazines 
which arc controlled by the students. 
Exchanges have often called attention 
to the support that the STUDENT receives 
from the alumni as a token of its 
prosperity, and this is in a great degree 
the result of earnest solicitation on the 
part of the editors. 
The limits of a single editorial will 
not permit us to notice several other 
points that ought to be considered in 
discussing this question. Suffice it to 
say that we hope, if the change is ever 
made, it will be done advisedly and only 
at such time when it may be seen to be 
for the best interests of the STUDENT. 
During their Senior year students 
usually devote more time to reading 
than they have during any previous 
year of their course. With a majority 
of students the habit of study has be- 
come so fixed during the years preced- 
ing the last one in college, that the 
milder forms of literary work are to 
them a source of enjoyment. If the 
student, as his course draws to a close, 
does not find a well selected library a 
favorite place for recreation, he has 
failed of obtaining one of the greatest 
advantages of a liberal education.   The 
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Senior year seems to be particularly 
adapted to cultivating a taste for read- 
ing. It is true that it may be allowed 
to pass with but a very little labor in 
this direction, or it may be made one 
of the most profitable in the course. 
At its commencement it would be well 
for all to make a few resolutions respect- 
ing their reading, which may influence 




BY A. L. M., 76. 
" En frente </</ toro 
Se halten tesoro." 
—IBVING'S Al.H.VMIHfA. 
In haughty Spain's wild mountain land. 
The legend says, in days of old, 
Before Granada's castle grand 
To Moorish conqueror was sold: 
The Plaza held within its space 
A sparkling fountain flowing free, 
And near the molten hnlloek's face, 
In golden letters all might see, 
A reading run in mystic lore: 
'• In front of bull the treasure lies'"; 
And they who saw read evermore, 
And wondered how to gain the prize. 
The ground was plowed for many a rod 
And spaded deep to rind a clew, 
But naught of treasure from the sod, 
And greater still tin' wonder grew— 
Till one there came with wisdom great. 
And clove in twain the bullock's head, 
But lo! the waters quick abate, 
The fountain is no longer fed: 
And then they knew, when all too late. 
The waters were the treasured prize 
And that their greed to satiate 
But bound them in—no more to rise. 
Another fountain, from whose head 
The crystal waters glide away, 
Sows beauty in its path instead 
Of wild neglect and sad decay. 
2 
Is Grace, sweet Grace, the fount of God ? 
The treasure rich and rare it holds 
Is buried not beneath the sod, 
But in its bosom blest enfolds. 
O Student, wiser be than he, 
Nor strike to earth the fairer face 
That pleadeth low and tenderly 
With pathos of Eternal Grace; 
Hut tr  the crystal waters take 
Its treasure of supernal good, 
The strongest thirst of doubt to slake, 
And generate a high manhood. 
■♦♦ » 
OUR COMMON SCHOOLS, 
liv A. T. S.. '75. 
PUTIZENS of the United States 
^ have good reason for boasting in 
the comparative excellencies of our 
common school system. As all know. 
we have availed ourselves well of our 
opportunities. 
But underneath our satisfaction and 
joy lies a secret fear that something 
is yet wanting to the highest perfection 
of that system. Of course there will 
always be room for improvement in the 
details of the system, in the higher 
efficiency of teachers, in new facilities 
for illustration, etc., etc. These things 
are demanded by the laws of progress 
and cannot he anticipated in advance 
of experience.     But there is a want 
which demands immediate satisfaction, 
and is called for by the higher judg- 
ment of the nation, and should not 
wait until its larger proportions com- 
pel a late remedy. 
Our free schools propose to fit chil- 
dren for the common duties of life. Bui 
this profession covers over a most lamen- 
table failure. They do not accomplish 
what we claim for them. They do im- 
part a limited measure of secular knowl- 
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edge which helps, but does not of itself 
fit, the child  for social  and  business 
duties.      We  have long since  learned 
that    knowledge,    unaccompanied    by 
strong  moral principles,  is an  inade- 
quate   and  dangerous  equipment   for 
life.      Knowledge   is  in   no   sense   an 
equivalent  for  virtue.     Il   may,  and 
often does, exist apart from all religious 
and   moral   principles.     Our common 
schools impart none too mueli secular 
knowledge, and they confessedly leave 
the moral nature of the child uncult- 
ured.    Few doubt that well grounded 
moral   and   religious  principles  are a 
better qualification for citizenship and 
for entrance into domestic and  social 
duties, than all the knowledge of the 
sciences   which   our   common   schools 
impart.   Knowledge and morality ought 
never to be separated,    lint our sys- 
tem makes the separation not only possi- 
ble   but   measurably    necessary.      It 
comesabontin this way: The child, ig- 
norant  of moral and practical duties 
alike,enters the school. For live minutes 
at the opening of the session he listens to 
the reading of the Bible without com- 
ment or explanation.    The remaining 
time his mind is directed to the work 
of acquiring the rudiments of arithme- 
tic, geography, etc., with perhaps an 
occasional  homily   on truthfulness, if 
he is caught in  lying,   and that under 
the shadow  of the   rod.      There   are 
exceptions to this statement, but they 
are too few to be seriously considered. 
What a multitude of children need 
most they do not get.    Those children 
who come from homes of moral dark- 
ness and ignorance are no small part 
of the whole number who need to be 
taught the value of truth more than a 
knowledge of arithmetic;  the sanctity 
of honesty, more than the grammatical 
use of words; virtue, than geography. 
It may be said that moral  instruction 
is the work of parents and guardians, 
and is to he obtained at home and  in 
church.     Hut why thrust  the most  im- 
portant   part of the   child's education 
back upon parents who have no moral 
principles   to   impart :   upon   churches 
which   cannot  be  held responsible for 
, their training, and cannot obtain access 
to them if they would?    .Multitudes of 
children are wholly dependent on secu- 
lar schools for all they know of sound 
moral   principles.      Lying, dishonesty, 
immorality, drunkenness, and   idleness 
are the virtues which their homes im- 
part, and the ruling principles of the 
social life in  which  they mingle,     im- 
migration of itself must sooner or later 
compel men to take a broader view of 
the function of our common school sys- 
tem.      The dangers   growing  out of a 
lower ignorant stratum of society, daily 
fed by immigration, ought, on common 
principles of self-defense, to lead the 
nation  to  make  moral  instruction  a 
prominent part of common school edu- 
cation.    Of course sectarianism should 
never be introduced into secular schools, 
ora sectarian interpretation of the Bible. 
These   things   can   be wholly  avoided 
and yet room left for ample instruction 
in morals.    Arc not all good citizens, 
those who do or may control our schools 
and administer   our  government,    are 
they not agreed that such facts   as the 
existence  and   government   of   God— 
virtue,   honesty,   truthfulness,    in    all 
their application to private life—are as 
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essential to fitness for life and citizen- 
ship ns a knowledge of the rudiments 
of secular Learning? Then why not 
make provision Tor instruction in these 
matters, in such schools as have any 
considerable number of scholars who 
have no moral instruction at home or 
in church? Text-books in morals, ex- 
plaining and applying the most essen- 
tial fact of morality, adapted to wants 
and years of the scholars, ought to be 
introduced into many of our schools. 
Moral instruction is what a large class 
of children most need, and what our 
free school system fails to impart. 
Here evidently is real room and 
great need for reform. Agitation in 
this matter has already begun. Text- 
books are in process of preparation, 
and many arc feeling that a great moral 
problem is pressing upon the minds 
and consciences of our people for solu- 
tion. The children are the wards of 
the nation. Thousands of them are 
beyond the reach of the church and 
have no religious influences thrown over 
them, unless civil law and a strong po- 
lice force are religious educators. We 
cannot neglect their moral training and 
be innocent. Teaching them to read 
and write and multiply is less than half 
our duty. There is great need that the 
public conscience be stirred over this 
matter. The purity of society and the 
stability of government are at stake. 
Let all loyal citizens speak. 
OCTOBER. 
By KATE GOLDSMITH. 
1 said whence is this beauty nil around, 
This glorious light and color o'er the earth ? 
No more the Bummer's loveliness is found, 
And yet. a richer beauty hath its birth I 
Yes.  through the forest passed tlie frost and 
cold. 
Ami on the meadow laid its icy chain, 
A.nd who oan measure all the work unrolled, 
A Imrst of regal gifts o'er hill and plain ! 
Heart, as the frosts of life pass over you, 
Shine forth triumphant as the changing year. 
Harmonious blending like October's hue. 
The master hand is painting without fear. 
-*-*-* 
Ho that has light within his own clear 
breast, may sit i' the center, and enjoy bright 
day; but he that hides a dark soul, and foul 
thoughts, benighted walks under the mid-day 
sun, himself is his own dungeon.—Milton. 
THE   RANK   SYSTEM  IX  COL- 
LEGE. 
BY E. R. C '84. 
THE present system of ranking stu- 
dents in college is open to criticism. 
The only practical use to which it is 
put is to keep parents and friends in- 
formed as to the standing of those in 
whom they are interested. Hut, grant- 
ing that they always receive a rank 
bill, they are but little the wiser even 
then. Equal rank in two departments 
does not  indicate equal proficiency in 
both, for no two professors rank by 
the same standard. Then the rank 
bill has.no meaning to them until they 
know how it compares with every other 
one in the class; so to get at a stu- 
dent's exact standing requires as much 
effort as would be necessary without 
the aid of the rank bill. 
It might seem as though the sys- 
tem would indicate the student's prog- 
ress from term to term, and this it 
does claim to do, but as a matter of 
fact it is never trustworthy. It is a 
matter of general comment among stu- 
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dents that their rank fur different 
terms has no correspondence to what 
they know to have been their real 
progress in the same terms. Often 
have Wfl heard a student remark that 
one of his best terms for rank was one 
in which he had done the most unsatis- 
factory work. 
The   marking   is   supposed   to   be 
done  upon   each  day's  recitation, and 
the  rank for the term made up from 
the   average.      No   one   knows   better 
than college   professors  do that daily 
recitations are not a fair test of a -Un- 
dent's real ability, or of the work that 
he   has done. ' The   student   who   has 
made   himself the most thorough mas- 
ter  of   the   subject—and   that   is the 
essential  to   thorough  scholarship—is 
not  always the one who can make the 
most brilliant appearance in the recita- 
tion room.     With   many, the power of 
readily telling  what they know  seems 
to be better developed than with others. 
Many can  make a  little learnina ao a 
long ways, and so are able to pass for 
more   than    they   are   really    worth. 
Others  have a  wonderful capacity for 
cramming.    With a retentive memory, 
they easily hold  all  the facts that are 
poured upon them, and as readily give 
them    back    again.     They   may   have 
assimulated but few of the facts and 
made them a part of their own 
knowledge, but that matters little. 
They have passed through the ordeal 
without a mistake, and that is all that | 
rank requires. 
We need enter into no discussion 
as to the justice of rank based upon 
examinations. Those who are familiar 
with the real history of examinations, 
require no further information from 
us; while those who arc not thus 
familiar have no excuse for their igno- 
rance, and probably would not care to 
be enlightened. 
But, it is said, if we arc to rank at 
all, we must rank   upon   what  appears 
in the recitation, for it will never do to 
go to estimating one student's  ability 
compared with that of another, or try- 
ing to guess   how  much more faithful 
this  student has  been  than   that one : 
this is very true :   the system can form 
an estimate no further than from  what 
appears on the surface, and that is why 
it is of so little   value.     If   it  were a 
test of ability, those who rank highest 
would  be acknowledged   as   the   ablest 
men in the class ;   hut it  will   not   hold 
true that  valedictorians, as~a rule, are 
the  ablest students;   nor are they al- 
ways the ones who   will   command   the 
best positions;   when there is a call for 
a   man   of   acknowledged   ability as a 
scholar, valedictorians are by no means 
the   first   to   be   chosen.     Other   con- 
siderations    have    more    weight    than 
rank  bills and Commencement honors. 
So we say that the rank system   is  not 
only    unfair   to   the   students,   but   at 
the same   time misleads the   public by 
implying,   at    least,   ability   which    in 
many cases   has no existence.     But   if 
a rank system should  not  give   a cor- 
rect estimate of real scholarship, what 
ought it to indicate? 
Perhaps the principal argument ad- 
vanced in favor of the system is that 
it is an incentive to study and there- 
fore an aid to good scholarship. If 
it be true that it has this effect, there 
is  certainly a  great   argument   in   its 
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favor, but if wo rightly apprehend the 
state of affairs, this is not the ease as 
a rule. The greater part of the stu- 
dents have become so thoroughly dis- ; 
satisfied   with  what they  have seen of 
the workings of the system, that they 
have ceased to put a value upon rank. 
If any have clung to it they have not 
been greatly benefited. Those who 
must be urged along by the stimulus 
of rank are like a man buoyed up for 
the time by a stimulant : when it is 
taken away they are in a worse con- \ 
dition than they were before. When 
they leave college they will find this 
stimulus gone, and unless they have 
already learned to work from some 
other motive, it is probable that they 
never will. 
When rank is made the chief object 
it is often detrimental to the best 
scholarship. Few are the students, 
even the host, who work persistently 
for rank, that do not do it at the sac- 
rifice   of   thorough   scholarship.     This 
is not a necessary consequence, hut 
the tendency in this direction is so 
strong that the result may he said to 
be almost sure to follow. That this 
is so need he no cause for wonder. 
for rank is kept prominently before the 
student's mind in so many different 
ways that some naturally fall into the 
error of supposing that to he the prin- 
cipal ohject to he gained. 
The motive is not a good one to 
hold out to students. Friendly rivalry 
may be conducive of mutual benefit. 
Hut this becomes decidedly unfriendly 
rivalry. It breeds jealousy, feuds, 
and discord in the class. Let any one 
familiar with   the  subject call up facts 
in his own experience to verify this. 
There is no one thing that has caused 
so much trouble in classes, and sent 
so many students away from college, 
as the working of the rank system 
and matters growing directly out of it. 
Classes have fallen into unseemly 
wrangles over the assignment of Com- 
mencement honors. Classmates have 
been estranged and meet day after day 
utterly oblivious of each other's exist- 
ence. 
We CMn not hope to show up all the 
inconsistency of the rank system in 
the limits of a single article, hut we 
have tried to present that view of it 
which appears from the student's 
standpoint. 
That the system has arguments in 
its favor we are not prepared to deny. 
If it had not it could never have be- 
come so thoroughly established as it is 
to-day. But antiquity is no argument 
for continuing any custom after it has 
become so unpopular as the rank sys- 
tem. We may not hope to annihilate 
the system at one blow, for customs of 
long standing are not easily done away 
with. The lime may not he ripe for 
it. It is one of those changes which 
are of gradual growth : the conserva- 
tism will stoutly resist it, but time, we 
believe, will surely bring it to pass. 
To keep the subject before the public 
mind is all that we can hope to do. If 
the system is based upon correct prin- 
ciples, discussion can do it no harm; if 
it is not, the sooner its defects are un- 
derstood, the better it will he. 
♦ ♦♦- 
In contemplation of created things, by steps 
we may ascend to God.—Milton. 
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A  LETTER. 
I?Y A. \V. A. 
The postman rings;— 
" A letter from my lover ! " 
She skips and sings, 
But soon her joy is over. 
With downcast eyes, 
The little maid, returning, 
Feels heart-spoke sighs,— 
Fierce tears she brave is spurning. 
Ah, little maid. 
A letter from thy lover'.' 
lie trusting prayed: 
" God's care about her hover." 
That letter went. 
Not earthward, but to heaven; 
An answer sent,— 
1'eace.tothe maiden given. 
COMMUNICATIONS. 
MlDNAPORE, INDIA. August, 1883. 
Editors of Uie Student: 
Many amusing memories of Amer- 
ica have I broughl hack with inc. to 
Indinrnnd now- and Ihcn when alone 
an<l tired some of them help me to a 
hearty laugh. I was thinking of one 
to-day. and it may interest my friends 
of the STUDENT. 
Away over in one of our Western 
States—ever so far from "the Hub"— 
I had a few lecture appointments in the 
spring of IH78.     It came to  pass that 
1 was dining one day with a man. who 
possessed several claims to considera- 
tion, though he lacked perhaps quite 
as many.    We naturally fell to talking 
of India, its natives, climate, etc., when 
my old friend,  looking me intently in 
the face, asked:  ••Well, what sort of 
Christians do the Hindoos make, after 
you  (jet them tamef"    Ii   was  some 
time    before    I    could    get    mv    face 
straight and sober enough for an 
answer. What an idea that man had of 
the Hindoos ! Did he fancy they were 
running wild like the deer or the hears 
of their jungles? And lie was by no 
means the only person I met with in 
America (not all of them in the West 
either) who had such crude notions of 
the natives of this country. 
Let me give the readers of the BATES 
STUDENT a little idea of what Hindoos 
may accomplish "-after you get them 
tame." 
There called on me the other day a 
young Beugali, a Christian convert, 
formerly a Brahmin, who has recently 
returned from England. For several 
years he has been a student of law in 
London. He speaks of many Hindoo 
students of law. medicine-, engineering, 
etc.. in England. Though this foreign 
residence involves great expense, yet 
it gives a man such a start to begin 
with upon his return to India, that 
many are availing themselves of it. 
And now the query .arises, how do 
these Indianians {Indian might mean 
Mod or or ('!,<>,-ol-cc) sustain themselves 
in competition with European students? 
1 fortunately am able to say : 
In the June number of Progress, a 
monthly published in Madras and de- 
voted to the interests of the educated 
classes in India and Ceylon, I finds few 
significant statements, e. g.: 
"The Benchers of Lincoln's Inn 
have awarded to Mr. (we should write 
Balm for Mr.) Dhiraj Krishna (ihose 
a scholarship in Real and Personal 
Property of the value of one hundred 
guineas. This scholarship has never 
before been gained by an India stu- 
dent." 
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"The following gentlemen, Messrs. 
Jitendra Nath Banerjee (Middle Tem- 
ple), Fauindra B. Chatterjee (Lincoln's 
Inn), Dhiraj K. Ghose (Lincoln's 
Inn), and Atiel Charan Mullick (Mid- 
dle Temple), have obtained certificates 
that they have successfully passed a 
public examination before the Council 
of Legal Education." 
'•The following have passed the 
examination in Roman Law: Messrs. 
Khirad Behary Dutt (a Midnapore 
pupil). Shyaniji Krishuavaruna, Ar- 
anda Ilarischankar Pradhan, and Ar- 
deshir Kavarjee Settua." 
•■ Mr. F. B. Chatterjee, Calcutta 
University, was called t<> the Bar <>n 
April 18th." 
"Mr. Anihika Churn Sen obtained 
1G70 marks—the maximum being L800 
—at the recent examination at the 
Royal Agricultural College,Cirencester. 
This is the highest number of marks 
ever reached for the diploma." 
" Mr. P. Parthasaradhi Chetti has 
passed his first professional C. M. and 
M. 15. examination in the University of 
Edinburgh." 
" Mr. Aziz Ahmad has passed both 
the Middle Greek Examinations in the 
University of Glasgow." 
I could cite many more cases in 
point. Surely these Hindoos have been 
pretty well tamed, to compete success- 
fully with English and Scotch students 
in a foreign land. 
In Calcutta. Hindoo Christians con- 
duet a weekly newspaper in English, 
the Indian Christian Herald, which 
takes a noble part in agitating the live 
questions of the day. In the great 
Decennial Conference at Calcutta, a few 
months ago. several Bengali speakers 
struck heavy and telling blows for the 
truth. When an able lawyer was 
wanted to defend the Calcutta mission- 
aries, who were being unjustly prose- 
cuted for preaching the Gospel in the 
public squares, the man selected was 
Mono Mohan Chose, a barrister edu- 
cated in England, but a native of Ben- 
gal. If not before he certainly won 
his spurs in that celebrated case, as I 
can testify, for I stood six hours in 
the court room to see that case settled. 
The Babu's plea on that day would 
have done credit to any lawyer. 
In medicine, law, and education we 
now have many native competitors, men 
of clear heads, thorough training, and 
executive ability. And these men 
prove what Christian culture can accom- 
plish for the Hindoo. Doesn't it pay 
to teach these Hindoos? And have 
they not a claim on the best men our 
colleges can supply? As a missionary 
of Christ. I ask. can it be throwing 
one's self away to come to India and 
work for the temporal and eternal well- 
being of men like the Hindoos? My 
whole soul says, No. I would that some 
of the sons of our beloved Bates were 
eager to come here and help us.      What 
""*"•'''■• J.  L. PHILLIPS. 
DENVER, Cor.., June. 1888. 
Kiii'ilora of the Student: 
While passing down Larimer Street 
a short time ago, my attention was 
attracted by a display of stuffed 
animals, such as the Rocky Mountain 
lion, the coyote, the deer, etc., which 
were so grouped in a large window as 
to look out upon the passer-by with 
the glaring eyes of real brutes. As 
these specimens showed no signs of 
materializing. I ventured a nearer ap- 
proach to the window.    An owl with 
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a confiding look about his large, full 
eyes, stared at me with a painful 
monotony. He, too, by bis determined 
unwillingness to change liis position, 
soon convinced me that some taxider- 
mist had flayed and stuffed him with 
cotton. My sympathy for the bird 
now neutralized my previous annoyance 
at his contrariness in not moving. 
Beneath the owl's perch was suspended 
a nest containing three or four live owls 
a few months old. 
By putting this and that together, 
aud reading a small notice pasted to 
the window-glass, I found I had come 
upon a curiosity shop, a place of ".rent 
interest and entertainment for travelers 
and strangers. This museum contained 
not only specimens of the fauna, ilora, 
and minerals of Colorado. I.nt a multi- 
tude of foreign objects. Tutting both 
hands in the pockets of my pants and 
assuming the Western air, I entered 
the shop, and on inquiry learned that 
every tiling on exhibition was for side. 
—everything consisting of minerals 
of various kinds. Indian robes, pipes, 
and   relics,   pottery,   and   ornamented 
articles made by the Pueblo and New 
Mexican Indians, a fragment of a 
mammoth's tooth found in Denver, 
clocks whose framework consisted of 
small pieces of ore and native minerals 
so put together as to form a most beau- 
tiful aud interesting object, paper 
weights, inkstands, and blotting-paper, 
holders made from all kinds of the 
most beautiful moss and ribbon agates. 
and in short an almost nameless num- 
ber of like articles. 
In the center of  this room stood a 
table   pyramidal   in   structure,   upon 
which  were  placed the pottery works 
of the   Pueblo and   Mexican   Indians. 
Most   of   the   specimens  represented 
water-jars    used    by    the   natives   for 
keeping their water cool in the extreme 
heat of the summer .season.     They are 
of various designs, and some of them lu- 
dicrous in the extreme.    One jar rep- 
resents a man.    He is both jointless 
and   how-legged,   and   his   head   rests 
upon his shoulders.    His mouth is near 
the top of his head,   and, like the ex- 
pression   of   his  countenance   on   the 
whole,   is  constantly open.     His feet 
are Hat and large enough to enable him 
to stand alone.    His arms are so short 
as 1o lie entirely out of proportion with 
the rest of his body.     He is hollow in- 
side aud will hold ten or twelve quarts 
of water.     Standing  there  with out- 
stretched arms and an apparently long- 
ing vacuum inside, he seems to be im- 
ploring some squaw to take him to the 
nearest spring   and  fill him   up.      By 
his side stood what seemed to be his 
counterpart, or himself as he appeared 
when   he   was   full   of   water.      Both 
hands were now tenderly clasped about 
his capacious periphery, but his mouth 
and features were painfully twisted in 
all manner of shapes, while  his eyes 
looked away from earth with the satis- 
faction of a man after a hearty meal. 
Everything in his,appearance indicated 
perfect contentment, save the uncom- 
fortable distortion of the face.    After 
some careful deliberation on this vexed 
point, I concluded finally that he had 
been standing full of water for a long 
time, and as he had no opportunity for 
drinking anything else, being naturally 
accustomed to the (ire-water of the red- 
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man, a long-continued diet of water 
was beginning to give the gentleman 
a serious attack of nausea, which was 
already beginning to manifest itself in 
his countenance, and had I remained 
long enough I might have been re- 
warded by finally seeing a real Indian 
war-dance. 
It is said that this pottery is very 
similar to that of the Egyptians, and 
with it the Indians are enabled to keep 
their water cool for a long time. These 
jars are made in every conceivable form 
and out of tin- finest kind of clay. 
Often they are decorated with Mack 
paint; some stand on four legs and 
some are without even one : some have 
the head of a man. the body of a fat 
turtle, and the legs of a lion, while 
others cannot he likened to anything 
in the realm of the real. 
After examining manv other things 
of interest, hut which would occupy too 
much space to describe, I purchased 
a beautiful specimen of native agate 
as a memento of the place, and, deter- 
mined to make the museum a further 
ohject of study, I passed out upon the 
street   humming   that    popular   ditty. 
» Over the Garden Wall." 
E. It. R., '82. 
LOCALS. 
The Professor in Astronomy, after 
sitting up nearly all night to view an 
eclipse of the moon which had oc- 
curred the night previous, remarked to 
the hoys next morning that this was 
the first prediction of an eclipse that 
he had ever known to fail. The hoys, 
who had been in the secret all the time, 
did not see lit to enlighten him, and so 
he is still looking for the eclipse. 
" Cows off the campus ! " 
Were you at the cane rush? 
•• Only a Pansy Ulossom " ! 
Prayers are now held in the lower 
chapel. 
" Star gazing " is prevalent among 
the Seniors. 
The roof of the gymnasium has been 
newly shingled. 
A new howling alley is among the 
attractions of the gymnasium. 
Parker Hall has not been as musical 
for a long time as it has this term. 
The Sophomores have been husy for 
several weeks with the compass and 
chain. 
" And do you think it would be best 
for me to marry?" " No I think you 
had better—knot." 
The Seniors have exchanged Ilick- 
ok's Psychology for Schuyler's, which 
gives much better satisfaction. 
The students were given two recita- 
tions Friday, Oct. 12th, to attend the 
teachers' meeting at High School Hall. 
The price of canes is on the rise. 
The Sophomores are making a" corner" 
and are preparing to " bull" the mar- 
ket. 
Class in Natural History. Prof.— 
'* Which animal attaches itself most to 
man ? " After reflection—" The leech, 
sir." 
The spots on the sun have been care- 
fully observed by the Senior class of 
late, and a correct map of them has 
been drawn. 
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The Sophomores have been divided 
into three divisions to contest in prize 
debates, which will come off near the 
close of the term. 
The Professor, like a good Samaritan, 
came to the rescue of the Freshmen who 
fell not into the hands of thieves, but 
among the Seniors in chapel. 
The canvass of the Freshman chiss 
by the literary societies is being 
pushed vigorously. We hope it will 
not cease until all have joined. 
One of the Seniors is reported to 
have worn out thirteen pairs of pants 
during the summer vacation, while en- 
deavoring to learn to ride a bicycle. 
The boys seem to be aware of the 
fact that shingles are excellent for 
warming purposes. The way they 
have stowed them into the basement 
is a caution. 
A young lady in this city, wishing to 
compliment a student upon bis personal 
appearance, remarked, •' Wear that hat 
and you will take the eclipse ojf' from 
all the other boys." 
We regret that the Bible class, 
started during the summer term under 
the instruction of Prof. Chase, has not 
been continued. We hope it may be 
resumed during the win4er. 
" There stands Patience on a monu- 
ment smiling at Grief," was what a 
Sophomore remarked of a Freshman 
who had come out of the rush, both 
hatless and caneless. 
The Sophomores were very <piict on 
the night following their victory in base- 
ball, but from the preparations which 
were made we judge that the celebra- 
tion was a perfect success. 
The Freshmen have been drilled for 
prize declamations by Prof. Angell. 
The class has been divided into three 
divisions, from which a fourth will be 
chosen to compete for the prize. 
"She is the flower of mv family, 
sir," said a would-be papa-in-law to a 
Senior who had been dancing with his 
daughter. " Pity she comes off so," 
remarked the Senior, rubbing the pow- 
der from his coat sleeve. 
It was :i wise Freshie who missed 
the eight o'clock train, and then, to 
make sure of not being left the second 
time, stayed at the depot until half-past 
two, having given up all thoughts of 
dinner in his anxiety to catch the train. 
Two of the college professors were 
discussing the '• Descent of Man," 
when a smart Sophomore, overhearing 
them, remarked, '• I don't see what 
they call it the • Descent of Man' for. 
J should call it the ' Ascent of Monk- 
ey.'" 
The Sophomores have elected the 
following class officers: President. 
II. M. Cheney; Vice President, A.   E. 
Verrill;   Secretary,   F.   1).   Vaniey; 
Treasurer, J. H. Williamson; Chap- 
lain, J. W. Flanders; Executive Com- 
mittee, F. W. Sandford. Charles 
Iladley. A. E. Planchard. 
A Freshman, who had been rather 
unfortunate in the choice of a boarding 
place, as he was returning from dinner 
startled his companions by remarking, 
"Don't come near me or I shall bel- 
low." "Why, you arc not crazy, are 
you?" "No, but 1 have been kept on 
tough beef so long that I know I am 
turning to beef." 
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The professor in a chemical lecture, 
after his audience had become a little 
inattentive,  assuming   an   interesting 
tone remarked: " Now. class, all look 
and see this invisible gas." Everyone 
turns to get a sight of the gas that is 
" invisible." 
A new law has been made by the 
Faculty in regard to examinations. 
Any student leaving college during 
term time, for the purpose of doing out- 
side work, cannot take the closing ex- 
aminations of the term before the class 
takes them. 
Prof, the other day asked the class 
in Greek, " What is the first thing sug- 
gested to you to do if you are troubled 
about rendering a difficult sentence?" 
Freshman (more precocious than his 
fellows, unexpectedly volunteered) — 
"Crib, sir." 
The game of base-ball between the 
Bates nine and State College nine, 
which was arranged to be played during 
State Fair week, had to be given up, 
on account of the absence of sev- 
eral members of our nine, but a nine 
made up from the college played with 
the State College nine and was de- 
feated. The game was long, and 
loosely played on both sides. 
The Freshman class has elected the 
following officers: President, A. S. 
Littlefield: Vice President, C. L. Pen- 
dleton : Secretary, W. C. Buck ; Treas- 
urer, E. K. Sprague: Executive Com- 
mittee, E. W. Wliitcomb, II. L. Brad- 
ford, Miss N. B. Little; Marshal. F. 
W. Chase; Poet, Miss A. Rhodes: 
Odist, O. M. Coding; Orator. F. 
Grice; Toast-Master, W. A. Walker. 
Prof, (to smart Soph.)—'-About 
how much is the variation of the needle 
from the North Bole?" Soph.—;- Oh ! 
I don't know, not much." Prof.— 
"About how much do you think?" 
Soph.—" Well, about the width of my 
foot, fifteen degrees, or such a matter." 
Applause. 
The Junior class have elected the 
following officers: President, A. B. 
Morrill: Nice President, F. A. Morey ; 
Secretary, C. T. Walter; Treas- 
urer. Miss M. A. Emerson ; Chap- 
lain. W. V. Whitmore ; Marshal, W. 1). 
Fuller;   Toast-Master,   E.   B.   Stiles; 
Orator. F. A. Morey; Poet, D. C. 
Washburn; Odist, C. T. Walter; Ex- 
ecutive Committee, C. A. Washburn, 
C. A. Scott. W. W. Jenness. 
The following changes have been 
made in the Executive Board and 
Committees of Bates College : Board 
of Overseers, in place of Hon. John 
I). Philbrick, LL.D., of Boston. Rufus 
Deering, Esq., of Portland; instead of 
Nathan W. Harris. Esq., Rev. G. S. 
Ricker. Executive Board, instead of 
Joseph W. Perkins, Esq., and Rev. W. 
II. Bowen, D.D., L. W. Webb, A.M., 
and F. E. Sleeper. M.l).    Prudential 
Committee, instead of Rev. W. H. 
Bowen,   D.D., Prof. L. G. Jordan. 
The annual supper given by the 
ladies of the Main Street Free Baptist 
Church to the Freshman class took place 
Wednesday evening, Oct. 10th. All 
of the college classes were well repre- 
sented and entered heartily into the 
enjoyments of the evening. The sup- 
per was excellent, and the students 
professed themselves most pleased with 
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the beautiful Little bouquets found at 
each plate. Singing by the college 
quartette caused mueh sport and added 
greatly to the entertainment. The 
gathering broke up at about half-past 
eleven, after the annual •• Tucker '* and 
a general good time. 
The  public   meeting  of  the   Euro- 
sophian Society took place at the col- 
lege chapel, Friday evening. Oct. 12th. 





„. ,       T ,    ,
w- N- Presoott, '86. Biography—John Brown. 
Miss if. M. Brackett, '84. 
MUSIC. 
Discussion—Ought Capital Punishment to 
lie Abolished in the State of Maine? 
Aff.:  C. B. It. Libby, '86. 
.     . , Neg.: G. E. Paine, '86. 
oration—Conservation. 
„     ,. c- 8. Flanders, '84. 
Select Reading—The Organ Builder. 
Miss K. ,\. MoVay, '84. 
MUSIC. 
paper. c. T. Walter, '86. 
Miss C. I,. Ham, '85. 
Executive Committee, J. W. Chadwick  '84 
A. B. Morrill, '88, J. JI. Williamson, '«<>. 
The exercises were all of a high order 
The biography by Miss Brackett was 
well written. The discussion was both 
able and interesting. The oration by 
Mr. Flanders deserves special com- 
mendation, and the paper by Mr. Wal- 
ter and Miss Ham was one of the best 
to which it has been our good fortune 
to listen. Music was furnished by 
Ballard's Orchestra. On account of 
the dampness of the weather the audi- 
ence was rather small. 
At the close of the Eurosophian 
Public Meeting there occurred a scene, 
the like of which the students of Bates 
have not witnessed since 187S. Durinc 
the exercises   the Freshmen appeared , 
in  the   chapel   with   some   half  dozen 
canes, which they took no pains to con- 
ceal,   were intended as a challenge to 
the    Sophomores.       The  Sophomores, 
feeling   that   their   reputation   was   at 
stake, quietly prepared to relieve them 
of their walking sticks.     At the close 
of  the exercises   they gathered about 
the  door  and  as   the   Freshmen   at- 
tempted  lo   pass   out   I hey   fell   upon 
them.      The    Freshmen    smote    them 
right and left with their heavy canes, 
and made an effort to force their wax- 
down stairs; but the Sophomores drove 
them back  into the chapel, where the 
contest was kept up for upwards of an 
hour.     The scene, to say the least, was 
animated.      The   crowd   surged    back 
and  forth   as   one  party or the other 
seemed to be on the point of winninc. 
In   point   of   numbers   the   advantage 
was on the side of the Freshmen, who 
outnumbered the Sophomores by some 
five or six   men, but   this was in part 
offset by the difficulty they experienced 
in guarding so many canes.    The com-  . 
batants withdrew only after the Soph- 
omores had captured or broken every 
cane that was taken in to the rush and 
the last half had gone out  of the win- 
dow.    The affair was carried on in as 
friendly a manner as it is possible for 
a cane rush to be  conducted.     Both 
sides seemed willing to avoid any un- 
necessary  violence.    The   upperchiss- 
men stood by and cheered as their sym- 
pathies were moved, but took  no part 
further than to occasionally restrain a 
man    who appeared  to be   losing   his 
temper.     The   next   day   a  Freshman 
appeared on the campus with a cane, 
but  was quickly  relieved   of it  by a 
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couple of Sophomores. No further 
disturbance has occurred up to the 
present writing. 
The annual game of hall between the 
Sophomore and Freshman classes was 
played on the college grounds Saturday 
forenoon, September 29th. The pitcher 
and catcher on the Freshman nine be- 
ing unable to play, rather than to get 
the game by forfeiture, the Sophomores 
allowed their places to he tilled by 
Nichols and Whitmore of the .Junior 
class. The Freshmen went to the bal 
first, Whitmore running them in a score. 
The Sophomores made four scores, 
three after two men were out. In the 
second inning Whitcomb, Sprague, and 
Howe went out in succession, the firsl 
two on three strikes. For the Sopho- 
mores, Flanders and Nickerson scored, 
giving them six scores. I ladlev struck 
into the pitcher's hands. Sandfordgol 
out while trving to steal second, and 
Wentworth went out on a fly to Whit- 
ney. In third inning Grice struck to 
pitcher, McKay went out on three 
strikes, and Nichols by fly to Went- 
worth : no scores; Bonney went out 
on fly, Wiggin in trying to steal sec- 
ond, and Morton on three strikes; 
Lowden got a score, making it 7 to 1. 
The Freshmen started out on the fourth 
by tilling all the bases, with no men 
out; it proved the best inning of the 
game to them, giving them three scores. 
For the Sophomores. Nickerson. Had- 
ley. and Snndford all got base hits; 
two men scored. In the fifth. Whit- 
more started out with a three-base hit. 
running in a score; the Sophomores 
ran in two men. In the sixth, Whitney 
and   Whitcomb   scored   runs   for  the 
Freshmen. Flanders struck out of 
turn through a mistake of the scorer, 
and was declared out. Sandford made 
the best strike of the game, a liner to 
center field, which gave him n home 
run. In the seventh, each nine run in 
one score, making it 14 to <S. This 
was the last score the Freshmen got. 
In the eighth inning the Sophomores 
had it all their own way, running in 
six scores, giving them the game 20 to 
s. Both nines played their best, al- 
though it was evident from the fust 
that the Sophomores would win. The}' 
have an unusually good class nine. 
The Freshmen are always placed at a 
disadvantage in the class game, from 
the fact that they have not been to- 
gether long enough to be thoroughly 
organized. '87 lias some good players 
who will make a strong addition to the 
college nine. Much enthusiasm was 
manifested during the game, each 
party cheering lustily whenever its fa- 
vorite made a good play. 
♦ ♦♦ 
CITY   NOTES. 
John 1). Gough is coming to Lewis- 
ton soon. 
The Ideals drew a huge audience in 
City Hall. 
Holland Street lias been graded be- 
tween College and  Main. 
Thirty thousand people on the 
grounds Thursday of State Fair week. 
The Fine Street Congregational 
Church has had no settled pastor since 
Rev. Mr. Dickerman left. The pulpit 
has been supplied for the most time by 
ministers from out of town. 
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Rev. Elijah Kellogg, author of many 
popular stories for hoys, preached in 
Auburn, recently. 
The "lights o' London" was 
played at Music Hall every night dur- 
ing State Fair week. It drew a large 
house each tune. 
The gravel for paving Lisbon Street 
was taken from an excavation in Skin- 
ner Street, which hasclosed it to the 
public all the fall. 
Fifty excursionists from Lewiston 
and Auburn went to the White Moun- 
tains, Sept. 29th, returning on Mon- 
day of the following- week. 
The horse cars run every half hour. 
connecting on the corner of Lisbon 
and Main Streets, for Mountain Ave- 
nue, City Hall, and Auburn. 
Rev. Mr. Patch of Main Street F. B. 
Church, Lewiston, and Rev. Mr. Hall 
of Court Street. Auhurn. attended the 
General Conference in .Minneapolis. 
The city schools were not in session 
Thursday afternoon, in order to trive 
teachers an opportunity to attend the 
meeting of the Pedagogical Society. 
The total receipts of the State Fair 
were about $22,000; exceeding those 
of last year by $6,000. About $14,- 
000 were expended on the grounds he- 
fore the fair opened. 
A new temperance society called the 
•'Independent Reform Club" has been 
organized in Lewiston this fall. Its 
object is to advance the temperance 
cause by both moral and legal suasion. 
Rev. Mr. Haskell has resigned the 
pastorate of the Rates Street Universal- 
ist Church, to take effect at the close of 
the year. An effort was made to per- 
suade Mr. Haskell to withdraw his 
resignation, but it was unsuccessful. 
Quite a blaze occurred on Lincoln 
Street on the morning of October 10th. 
A block of four tenement houses was 
burned out, which was full to over- 
flowing with French families. 
Some objections have been raised in 
the city against the enforcement of the 
law requiring school-house doors to 
open outward. Accidents have been 
reported from the primary schools 
caused by doors swinging to. 
Congressman Dingley is still labor- 
ing to get through Congress some hill 
for the relief of American shipping. 
He has recently paid a visit to Wash- 
ington to consult with the President 
and Secretary of the Treasury relative 
to the recommendations which they 
will make on the subject at the opening 
of  the next session. 
There has been quite an interest in 
base-ball in the city this fall. The 
Lewistons played the Portlands on the 
fair grounds, Sept. 14th, and were 
I'eaten. Oakes of Rates, '77, pitched 
on the Lewiston nine. The Ara Cush- 
man nine of Auburn were defeated by 
a town nine, on the college grounds, 
Sept. 22d. Foss and Wilbur of 
Rales, '81. played on the town nine. 
Friday night, Oct. £th, the Ideals 
sang " Fra Diavola," in City Hall. A 
very select, cultured audience of about 
fifteen hundred were highly entertained. 
A favorable criticism from our pen 
will probably add nothing to the re- 
nown of the Ideals, as musical artists; 
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but while they admirably sustained 
their reputation in singing, they also, 
in a very pleasing manner, "acted it 
out." So beautiful was Lady Allcash, 
and so thoroughly charming in her 
flirtations with the feigned marquis, it 
is but natural that Lord Allcash should 
say, with vehemence, •• I do object," 
and tell her that she could help '•id- 
ways looking at the man, smiling at 
the man. talking at the man, and sing- 
ing at the man." Marie Stone, as 
Zerlnia, the innkeeper's daughter, is 
one of the central figures in the cast — 
now the personification of gayety, 
now barely escaping murder at the 
hands of Giacome, one of the robbers. 
Tom Karl, as Fra Diavola, with his 
sweet, melodious tenor, carries his 
audience to such a pitch of enthusiasm 
that they heartily demand a repetition. 
Whitney, as Bippa. a robber, with his 
deep, yet clear, distinct bass tones, is 
so admired that he must be heard a 
second time. Finally, Fra Diavola, 
the chief of robbers, dies a prisoner; 
and the curtain falls the last time with 
Lorenzo, the captain of the guard, 
standing a proud hero before his be- 
loved Zerlnia, greeted by a troop of 
village girls. 
The fourth annual meeting of the 
Maine Pedagogical Society opened in 
Lcwiston, Thursday afternoon, Oct. 
11th, with the President, Prof. L. G. 
Jordan of the Lewiston High School, 
presiding. A large number of the lead- 
ing educators from different parts of 
the State were present. Hon. N. A. 
Luce, of Augusta, State Superintendent 
of Schools, presented a paper on the 
subject,   "Shall this Society   ask the 
Legislature for authority to certificate 
teachers?" Rev. Mr. Lane of Water- 
ville read a paper on " Moral Disci- 
pline in School." In the evening 
President .Jordan delivered his annual 
address, taking up some of the features 
of education likely to be prominent in 
the future. W. -I. Corthell of the 
Gorham Normal School delivered an 
address on '-The Educational Outlook 
of Maine." The sessions of Friday 
were largely attended. ('. C. Pounds 
discussed the study of Arithmetic. 
Superintendent Tasli of Portland read 
a paper on securing the '• Co-operation 
of Parents."    Superintendent Phipps 
of Lewiston spoke on the "Art of 
Instructing in Schools." In the after- 
noon Prof. Chase of Pates College de- 
livered an address on the " Relation 
Of the Common Schools to the College." 
A paper was prepared by Prof. 6. 15. 
Files of Augusta on the '"Art of 
Questioning." In the evening A. C. 
Lane of the Coburn Institute read a 
paper on the " Easy Way of Teaching 
the Sciences in Common Schools." 
The session was continued through 
Saturday forenoon. W. J. Corthell 
read a paper on teaching reading. 
Professor Knowlton of San Fran- 
cisco spells potato •' Ghoughphtheigh- 
teeau," according to the following 
rule: " Gh stands for p, as you will 
find from the last letters in hiccough. 
Ough stands for o, as in dough. 
Phth stands for t, as in phthisis. Eigh 
stands for a, as in neighbor. Tte 
stands for t, as in gazette, and eau 
stands for o, as in beau."—Ex. 
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PERSONALS. 
FACULTY: 
President Cheney attended the F. 
B. General Conference at Minneapolis. 
He was chosen President of the Con- 
ference of Liberal Baptists which met 
at the same time. 
Profs. Haves and Angell delivered 
addresses on Foreign Missions al the 
Maine Central Yearly Meeting in Au- 
burn. Prof. Chase gave one on " Ed- 
ucational Interests in Maine." 
Prof.  Howe  preached  in Augusta, 
Oct.   14th, for Rev.   Mr.   Penney, who 
had gone to the General Conference. 
Prof. Angell has preached out of 
town nearly every Sabbath this fall. 
Prof. Hayes .supplied the pulpit of 
the Main Street Church, Oct. 1 1th, 
while the pastor was at the Conference 
in  Minneapolis. 
Prof. Chase delivered an interesting 
address at the recent session of the 
Pedagogical Society, on the " Relation 
of the Common School to the College." 
It was received with marked favor. 
ALUMNI : 
'07.—Rev. Arthur Given has been 
pastor of the F. P.. Church in Auburn, 
R. I., since February, 1881. lie is 
actively engaged in pushing the work 
of erecting a new church building, 
which is to cost $10,o<)(>. It is so far 
completed that the vestries will he used 
for church purposes next month. 
'07.— Rev. G. s. Ricker has charae 
of a Congregationalist church in Still- 
water, Minn.      He   has   recently   been 
elected a  member   of the Board of 
Overseers of Bates College. 
'68.—Prof. 0. C. Wendell, of Har- 
vard, has been publishing some inter- 
esting articles in the Boston Advertiser 
on his observations of the new comet. 
'08.—G. C. Emery has entered upon 
his second year as Professor of Math- 
ematics in the Boston Public Latin 
School. 
'0!).—Prof. G. B. Files of Augusta 
was in town recently to attend the 
meeting «,f the Pedagogical Society. 
'70.—Isaac Goddard, formerly of 
the firm of Goddard & White, dentists, 
has removed from Lewiston and opened 
an office in Auburn. 
'70.—Prof. L. G. Jordan has just 
closed his year as President of the 
Maine Pedagogical Society. 
'70.—L. M. Webb, of Portland, has 
been elected a member of the Execu- 
tive Hoard of Bates College. 
'-•—G. II. Stockbridge is studying 
law in connection with his work in the 
Patent Office at Washington, prepar- 
atory to becoming a patent lawyer. 
74.—P. W. Rogers is practicing 
law in Belfast, Me., where he also has 
a position in the Custom House. 
'74.—W. II. Ham has resigned his 
position as principal of the Peabody, 
Mass.. High School, to take charge of 
the High School in Nashua. X. H.. at 
an increased salary. 
'71.—F. B. Stanford has been 
obliged to resign his position on the 
Lewiston Journal on account of failing 
health, but is still doing some Literary 
work. 
'71.—F. P. Moulton has entered 
upon his seventh year as teacher of 
the classics in the New Hampton Insti- 
tution. 
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'74.—H. II. Acterian, who has been 
studying in the Bangor Theological 
School, is reported to have accepted a 
call to a Congregational church in 
Vermont. 
'7G.—Edward Whitney has a posi- 
tion as Stenographer on a paper in 
Northampton. Mass. 
'77.—L. A. Burr has been elected 
assistant principal of the High School 
in Maiden, Mass. 
'77.—X. P. Noble, who has been in 
business for several years at Phillips, 
Me., has entered upon the practice of 
law in that place. 
'77.—Miss J. R. North has given up 
teaching for a year. 
'77.—A. W. Potter is teaching in 
Sherman, Me. 
'78.—C. E. Brockway has had a 
good number of additions to his church 
in Eairport, N. Y., during the summer. 
'81.—F. II. Wilbur is in business 
at Bar Harbor, Me. 
'81.—W. P. Curtis has returned to 
Harper's Ferry for another year. 
'81.—C. L. McCleery was in town 
during State Fair week representing 
the Boston Journal. He has charge of 
the Journal's interests in Maine, with 
headquarters in Portland. 
'82.—II. S. Bullen is teaching in 
Brownstown, 111. 
'82.—B. G. Eaton is in business in 
Philadelphia. Address, 1800 Colum- 
bia Avenue. 
'82.—G. P. Emmous is attending a 
course of medical lectures in Portland 
this fall. I 
'83.—C. E. Sargent has been in 
town looking after the interests of his 
new   book,   " Our  Home,"   which  is | 
meeting with unusual success. It is 
soon to be translated into German. 
'83.—Miss S. E. Bickford was re- 
ported in the last STUDENT as teacher 
of Modern Languages at Maplewood 
Seminary, 1'ittslield, Mass. That po- 
sition is held by W. C. Ilobhs. of '81, 
while Miss Bickford is at Southbridge, 
Mass. 
'83.—W. F. Cowcll has a position 
in the National Bank at Gardiner, Me. 
'83.—Everett Reniick has entered 
the College of Physicians and Surgeons, 
New York City. 
'83.—F. E. Foss has entered the 
Institute of Technology, Boston. 
STUDENTS: 
'<S4.—M. L. Hersey stands among the 
first in a class of 140 in West Point 
Military Academy. 
'84.—Miss E. L. Knowles has just 
returned from the West. 
'84.—E. R. Chadwick is teacher of 
rhetoric in the Latin School. 
'84.—W. II. Davis has a clerkship 
in the new clothing house, which occu- 
pies all his spare time. 
'84.—W. D. Wilson has gone to 
Indiana to act as general agent for C. 
E. Sargent's new book, " Our Home." 
'85.—E. II. Brackett is teaching in 
Scarboro. 
'85.—C. A. Scott is teaching in 
Phipsburg. 
'85.—Miss A. H. Tucker is teaching 
at Norway. 
'85.—I). C. Washburn has been 
quite sick, but is now much improved. 
'85.—E. B. Stiles is not teaching, as 
reported last month. 
'85.—C. F. Bryant has been East on 
3 
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a visit, but has returned to Indiana 
to continue his general agency for 
King & Co. 
'86.—C. E. Stevens has entered '86. 
'86.—J. A. Wiggin is teaching at 
North Baldwin. 
'87.—W. A. Walker has been laid 
up with a sprained ankle, but is now 
out. 
'87.—Ira Jenkins is teaching in 
Jackson, Me. 
'87.—E. I. Sawyer, who is teaching 
in Greely Institute, Cumberland. Me., 
will enter '87 in the spring. 
'87.—A. 8. Woodman is librarian 
for the Auburn Y. M. C. A. 
'87.—H. S. Brown of Clinton. Me., 
a graduate of Maine Central Institute) 
will enter '87 next term. 
THF.OLOOICAI. : 
A class in music has been organized 
at the Theological School, under the 
instruction of l'rof. Sunnier, teacher 
of music in the city schools. 
Seven students have entered the 
Theological School this fall, as follows : 
F. L. Hayes, Lewiston, Me. ; O. I,. 
Gile, Lewiston,'Me. ; A. W. Anthony, 
Providence, R. I. ; A. 1). Dodge, Clin- 
ton, Me. ; S. A. Blaisdell, Franklin. 
Me. ; W. W. Carver, Canton Point. 
Me. ; R. B. Hatching, Strong, Me. 
'73.—Rev. Ozro Roys, pastor of the 
F. B. Church at Canton, Me., while 
on a visit to New York was taken down 
with typhoid fever, and for a time his 
life was despaired of. He is now about, 
but unable to preach. 
'73.—A. P. Houghtaling is preach- 
ing at Elmira, N. Y. 
'74.—E.   H.   Butts,   pastor  of the 
church at New Portland, was a dele- 
gate from the Maine Central Yearly 
Meeting to the General Conference. 
'75.— T. G. Wilder is pastor of the 
F. B. Church in Belmont, N. II. 
'75.—B. A. Sherwood is preaching 
in West Buxton, Me. 
'7G.—L. W. Raymond has been pas- 
tor of the church in Harrison, Me., 
since graduating from the Theological 
School. 
'76.—W. II.. Cutting has entered 
upon his sixth year with the church at 
Melvin, N. II." 
'77.—II. J. White, pastor of the 
church at Bath, is corresponding sec- 
retary of the F. B. Maine State Home 
Mission Board. 
'77.—B. G. Blaisdell is at Dickinson 
Centre. X. Y. 
78.—The F. B. Church in Paw- 
tucket, R. I., of which C. S. Frost is 
pastor, is erecting a fine house of wor- 
ship. 
'80.—N. A. Avery has recently re- 
ceived several additions to his church 
in Epsom. N. II. 
'Xl-—L. ('. Graves was a delegate 
to the F. B. General Conference. 
'83.—B. Minard was appointed del- 
egate to the Nova Scotia Conference 
by the Maine Central Yearly Meeting. 
'83.—R. W. Churchill reports an 
unusual religious interest in Richmond, 
Me. 
'84.—G. E. Lowden has had some 
recent additions to his church in Houl- 
ton, Me. 
'84.—W. W. Hayden is supplying 
at North Anson. 
'85.—R. L. Duston is holding meet- 
ings at Perkius' Ridge, Auburn, under 
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the auspices of the Auburn Y. M. C. A. 
'85.—C. E. Mason is supplying at 
Lisbon Falls. 
'85.—W. IT. Getcholl supplied the 
F. B. Church in Pittsfield, Me., during 
the absence of the pastor in the West. 
EXCHANGES. 
Several of our exchanges appear at 
the commencement of the college year 
clad in a " new dress." Included 
in this class are the Madisonensis, 
the Lehigh Burr, and the Colby Echo. 
Each of these papers has a lusty cover 
design : but in this particular we 
must assign the palm of beauty to 
the Colby Echo. But while the cover 
is a pleasing feature, we find the con- 
tents none the less attractive. 
One of the literary articles in the 
Syracusan clearly shows that a broad 
culture can only secure to a person the 
most beneficial results of traveling in 
foreign lands. It thus criticises the 
existing custom : " We go abroad with- 
out a purpose, and arriving, find that 
we are to study peoples, laws, and cus- 
toms ; enjoy scenery, judge architect- 
ure, view works of art, and all this 
in the condition of the apparatus with- 
out the photographer. For we have 
neither the trained eye, the retentive, 
critical, and creative mind, nor the edu- 
cated taste." 
Excellent literary articles appear in 
the VanderbUt Observer, from Nash- 
ville, Tenn. A good literary depart- 
ment makes a college paper of interest 
not only to collegians, but to all its 
patrons. 
The first number of the Hanover 
Monthly has been forwarded to the 
STUDENT. It announces that it comes 
as a union of two papers. It further 
says: " No fact became more evident 
at the close of the year than that two 
healthy journals could not exist in Han- 
over College. The Faculty recognizing 
this fact, forbade the issue of more 
than one college paper." We accept 
without discussion all that is contained 
in the first sentence quoted. The new 
paper is an improvement on its prede- 
cessors ; but it has not reached the 
standard of our exchanges from the 
Eastern and Southern States. 
The new editors of the Oberlin Re- 
ricir take the following common-sense 
view of the proper manner of conduct- 
ing a college paper : " There have been 
two extreme types of college journal- 
ism. The one makes college life a 
sport and a joke and is mere froth and 
fun. The other attempts to realize in 
the college paper a critical, literary, and 
aesthetic magazine. The objections to 
the former need not be stated. The 
objection to the latter is that it is not 
a possible idea, and, if it were possible, 
would not form a college paper. We 
intend to take neither of these types as 
our own." 
Among our exchanges,which are pub- 
lished outside of the college circle, we 
find some of our best reading.- To this 
class we intend to devote some space in 
our columns. One which reaches us 
weekly, and which is a welcome visitor, 
is the Morning Star. This paper has 
not been left in the rear in this age of 
progress. Our earliest recollections of 
the Star bring to view a paper different 
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from that which wo find before us to- 
day. As a religious newspaper it ranks 
high, and when it changes to its pro- 
posed location. Boston, it will have 
better advantages for furnishing its 
readers with the latest news. 
The October number of the Phreno- 
logical Journal is of unusual interest. 
We regard this periodical as second to 
none of our exchanges. It has been 
said: "The proper study of mankind is 
man." The ability to form an idea 
which will usually be correct of those 
with whom we come in contact, is one 
of the essentials to success in life. 
There is no reading which will stimu- 
late a study of human nature, and at 
the same time furnish so much valuable 
information on outside subjects, as that 
which is found in the Phrenological 
Journal. 
COLLEGE  WORLD. 
The Oxford University consists of 
twenty-one colleges. 
The College Senate has been organ- 
ized at Amherst. 
Sanskrit has been placed among the 
optional studies of the Senior year at 
Williams College. Only one student 
has thus far signified a desire to take 
it. 
Professor Charles Kendall Adams, 
of the University of Michigan, has de- 
clined the chancellorship of the Univer- 
sity of Nebraska, offered him a short 
time ago. 
At the ShefHeld Scientific School of 
Yale College there were 110 applicants, 
of   whom   80   were   admitted.     The 
school has recently received a bequest 
of §20,000. 
The Baptists are about to invest 
from $75,000 to 8100,000 in the erec- 
tion of a denominational college iu 
North Dakota. 
Oberlin College has established a 
chair of Political Economy and Inter- 
national Law. and has called to fill it 
Mr. James Monroe, formerly United 
States Minister to Brazil. 
The   post-graduate   department    of 
Vale College will take up this year a 
novel course of study, namely, that of 
railroads and their growth, shipping 
and international trade, stocks, and 
the effect of speculation on the money 
market. 
The Harvard Annex has an endow- 
ment fund that has reached the sum of 
$55,000, and is still growing. The 
Annex is no longer an experiment, but 
it is unfortunate that it is the most ex. 
pensive place in the United States for a 
young woman to get an education. 
The Harvard Faculty have decided 
to set apart for graduate students next 
year four scholarships of at least 8250. 
These scholarships are to be open for 
candidates for the degree of Ph.D. 
who are in need of help and have been 
in residence at the university through- 
out the year. The assignment will bo 
made at the close of the academic year. 
Harvard won the boat race at New 
London, June 20th, making the four 
miles in 24 minutes and 46 1-2 sec- 
onds. Yale's time was 25 minutes 
and 59 seconds. Harvard also won in 
the annual race at New London, June 
28th, her time being 25 minutes   and 
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4!l seconds. Yale's, 27 minutes and 
25 seconds. Harvard was successful 
in 1877-7!) and 1882-88. Yale in 
1876, 1880-81. 
The Trustees of Colombia College 
have arranged a four years' course of 
study for women, for which a strict 
preparatory examination will he re- 
quired, ami no girl under seventeen 
will he admitted. Those who pass the 
examination may study where and how 
they please, and will he examined by 
the college teachers as often as mav 
he necessary. I'pon a satisfactory 
examination at the end of the four 
years, or upon the completion of any 
prescribed course, the student will re- 
ceive a certificate which will he sub- 
stantially the equivalent of a diploma 
granted to a graduate of the college. 
»♦♦ 
CLIPPINGS. 
Why is a broker like Pharaoh's 
daughter? Because he finds a little 
profit in the rushes on the hank. 
For the hoys. Student (to chum) — 
" When I get done eating, 1 always 
leave the table." Chum—" Yes, and 
that's all you do leave." 
Prof, (in Latin)—"Mr. K.. will you 
please scan some?" Student—"Prof., 
I don't think I can ; I have not skun 
anything for a long time."—Ex. 
First Freshman—"There goes Miss 
Van Sant. Do you know her?" Sec- 
ond Freshman (genus cad)—"Yes, 
I've been introduced, but I intend to 
cut her. Fortunately whenever 1 meet 
her, she's looking the other way." 
Jones—"What did you think of my 
argument, Fogg?" Fogg—"It was 
sound, very sound (Jones delighted) ; 
nothing but sound, in fact." Jones 
reaches for a brick.—Ex. 
"My son," said a tutor of doubtful 
morality hut severe aspect, putting his 
hand on the boy's shoulder, "I believe 
Satan has got a hold on you." "I 
believe so, too," replied the hoy.—Ex. 
Senior (to young ladies visiting his 
room)—"Indeed,   Miss   ,   I   am 
sorry that our room is not in its usual 
state of order." (hum (sotto voce) 
—"You bet it ain't; altogether too 
clean for me ; scarcely recognize it." 
—DicMnsonian. 
"It was pitched without," said a 
clergyman, having Noah's ark for his 
theme, and an old base-ball player, 
who had been calmly slumbering, awoke 
with a start and yelled, "Foul! " The 
first bass came down from the choir 
and put him out.—Ex. 
Senior Recitation in Moral Philos- 
ophy. Professor—"What is an act 
of will called?" Senior—"A voli- 
tion, from vOlo, 1 will." Professor— 
"Exactly. Cicero says: l Voluntas 
est, quae quid cum ratione desiderat.' 
What is that?" Senior (triumphant- 
ly)—"That   is    Latin, sir."—Cynic. 
There are different wavs of gettina 
through college. Some shout their way 
through, some pony through, some 
fiddle through, some taffy through, 
some grind through, some " my-father- 
I is-a-Methodisl-preacher" their way 
through, some " study-for-the-min- 
istry " their way through, and a few 
work their way through.—Ex. 
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AMONG THE POETS. 
AFTER  THE   CLASSIC. 
When from the pavement streams the heat, 
And sultry is the air, 
I long to llec the husy street 
And seek some rural lair. 
I long to find from musty hooks 
A refuge 'neath the arm 
Of Nature, in the shady nooks 
Of some sweet Sabine farm. 
There, like Horatius, 'neath the trees, 
I'd wander by a spring; 
Or breathe the perfumes that the breeze 
Would from the meadows bring. 
Or, where some brooklet hums its song, 
By the sweet zephyrs fanned, 
I'd lie at ease the; whole day long 
Old Quintus in my hand. 
—University Magazine. 
GONE-NESS. 
'Tis only a maiden's lips, 
Yet a maiden's lips are sweet: 
And my throbbing breast will not let me rest 
Till our lips together meet. 
'Tis only a maiden's eyes, 
Yet a maiden's eyes are bright, 
And I seareely know, they are flashing so, 
How to read their tale aright. 
'Tis only a maiden's voice, 
Yet a maiden's voice is clear ; 
And my heart stands still, and my eyelids till 
At the words I've longed to hear. 
'Tis only a maiden's heart, 
Yet a maiden's heart is true : 
And I clasp her tight, while my heart is light, 
For she's mine, the whole world through. 
—Bntnonian. 
THE  RIGHT  TIME. 
In summer, seek your sweetheart out, 
In garden or on farm; 
For then the days are long enough, 
And then the nights are warm. 
By winter must the happy knot 
Be tied—all snug and tight; 
For one can't stand it in the snow, 
Out in the cold moonlight.—Ex. 
SONG  OF  THE  MERMAID. 
The stars are fading in the sky, 
And silent lies the misty shore; 
Save when the sea-gull's note resounds, 
Above the sullen ocean's roar. 
A song is wafted from the sea, 
And dulcet tones enchant the ear, 
Whose changing symphony is heard, 
Now sinking low, now loud and clear. 
Far out across the boundless deep, 
Upon the breakers' foaming crest, 
The mermaid sings her magic strain, 
Tossed on the mother ocean's breast. 
Vet she is shy, and shouldst thou dare 
To gaze upon her face too long, 
The barren waves would meet thine eye, 
And silence take the place of song. 
— Yule Record. 
TENNIS. 
If ever a racket you're needing, 
Or are longing to have a good time, 
Just leave off all thinking and reading, 
And purchase a bucket of lime. 
Xow mark off a court with precision, 
Buy net and a racket and balls, 
Then I leave you to make the decision, 
That you've sport for the springs and the falls. 
And then it you're wanting a player, 
In order to make up a set, 
Why tell me, and then I'll be there 
To play on your side of the net. 
—Aniherst Student. 
MY   PENATES. 
Sing not to me the Household Gods 
Of beaten brass or carved stone, 
1'laccd o'er the hearth with glazed eyes 
To guide live men of mind and bone. 
My Household Gods I typify 
In gentler forms of everyday; 
As true, though ever silent friends 
Whose mission 'tis to cheer, not sway. 
My briar-pipe rests on its shrine 
Half hid in bed of amber weed, 
Below, my books with service worn, 
The best of friends, when friends we need. 
And a sweet face—a girl I know- 
Smiles on me from an oaken frame. 
These are Penates modernized, 
Though as of old, they cheer the same. 
—Lehigh Burr. 
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jomsr IN", WOOD, 
■DEALER    I1ST- 
^.Krx> 
No. 8 Middle Street, Near Maine Central Upper Station. 
BE AIN AND NERVE FOOD      » P <* cl II. W h i t e, 
 FASHIONABLE  
TAILOR AND DRAPER, 
No. 22 Lisbon Street. 
[^•Graduation Suits u Specially. 
VITALIZED   PHOSPHITES. 
1'hysichuis have prescribed 000,000 packages, because 
they know its comp >siuon, that it is not a secret remeily :is 
the formula is on every label. It Restores the Energy List 
by Overwork, Nervousness, or Indigestion. Aids the men- 
tal and bodily growth of Infants and Children. 
P. CSOSBY 4 CO., Sixth Avo.. New York. 
For sale by Druggists or Mail $1.00. 
Conductor of Musical Conventions. I Leader of Bollard's Orchestra. 
L.   W.    BALLARD, 
Dealer in all  kinds  of Musical Instruments,  Sheet   Music, 
Books, &c, and Teacher of Vocal and Instrumental Music, 
UNDER   MUSIC   II ALL LEWI8TON,   MAINE. 
"'CLARK JOHNSON'S 
Indian Blood Syrup 
Cures all diseases of the Stomach, Liver, 
Bowels, Kidneys, Skin and Blood. 
Millions testify to its efficacy in heal- 
ing the above named diseases, and pro- 
sily nounce it to be the 
1 BEST REMEDY KNOWN TO MAN. 
Guaranteed to cure Dyspepsia. 
fjfAGENTS  WANTED.-H 
Laboratory 77 W. 3d St, New York City. Druggist** sell it 
SO.MKKVILLK, Lincoln County, Maine. 
Dii. CLARK JOHNSON :—I have used your celebrated Indian Blood Syrup for the past three years n 
my family, and would heartily recommend it to all families for their general complaints. 
MBS. ELSIE 0. PHILBRICK 
TRADE MARK 
B-. 1. Wt€€SX, 
Savings Rank Ruilding, 
Corner of Lisbon and Pine Streets, 
LEWI8TON,   ME. 
JORDAN, FROST & C0M 
Eastern, Western and Southern 
3fcr*J3SZl 
Mouldings, Gutters and Brackets. 
Plaining Mill and Lumber Yard Foot of Cross Caual. 
LEWISTON,  ME. 
WM. JORDAN. A. B. FROST. K. M. JORDAN. 
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BATES COLLEGE. 
FACULTY  OF INSTRUCTION AND  GOVERNMENT. 
REV. OREN 13. CHENEY, U.D., THOMAS L. ANGELL, A.M., 
President. Professor of Modern Languages. 
KEV. JOHN FULLONTON, D.D., RBV.  JAMES ALBERT HOWE, D.D., 
Prof, of Ecclesiastical History and Pastoral Theology. Professor of Systematic Theology and Homiletics. 
JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M.. GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M.. 
Professor of Greek and Latin Languages. Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature. 
REV. BENJAMIN P. HAYES, I).I)., THOMAS HILL RICH, A.M., 
Professor of Psychology and Excgetical Theology. Professor of Hebrew. 
RICHARD C. STANLEY, A.M., JOHN   H. RANI), A.M., 
Professor o/ Chemistry and Geology. Professor of Mathematics. 
REV. THOMAS* HILL, D.D., REV. G. S. DICKERMAN, 
Lecturer on Ethics. Lecturer on English Hi9tory. 
REV. W. II. BOW'EN, D.D., 
Lecturer on Natural Theology. 
CLASSICAL DEPARTMENT. 
TERMS OF ADMISSION. 
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows: — 
LATIN : In six books of Virgil's -Eneid; six orations of Cicero; the Catiline of Sallusf, twenty exercises of Arnold's 
Latin Prose Composition, and in Harkness' Latin Grammar. GREEK : In three bookl or Xenophon's Anabasis; two bioks 
of Homer's Iliad, and in Haille.v's Greek Grammar. MATHEMATICS: In Loomis' or Greeulcaf's Arithmetic, in the first 
twelve chapters of Liomis' Algebra, and in two books of Geometry. ENGLISH : In Mitchell's Ancient Geography, and in 
Worcester's Ancient History. 
All candidates for advanced standing will be examined i:i the preparatory studies, and also In those previously pursued 
by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them. 
Certificate! of regular dismission will be required from those who have been members of other Colleges. 
The regular examinations tor admission to College take place on the Becond Saturday before Commencement, on Tuesday 
preceding Commencement, and on Saturday preceding the lirst day of the Fall Term. 
COURSE OF STUDY. 
. 
The regular Course of Instruction is that commended by the leading Colleges of the country as eminently adapted to 
secure liberal culture and a sound classical education. 
EXPENSES. 
The annual expenses are about $200. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of thirteen scholarships and various other 
benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses otherwise. 
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course. 
THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL. 
This is a department in the Collcg.', established by vote of the corporation July 21,1870. It occupies Nichols Hall, situ- 
ated about a quarter of a mile frjm the College buildings, and is In charge of a special Faculty appointed by the College 
corporation. 
Candidates for admission are required n furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian church, and to give 
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gosp.'l ministry, certified by the church of which they are members respectively, or 
by some ordained minister. 
Those who are not graduates from Ccdlege, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must be prepared for 
examination in the cnminon English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra, 
and in the Latin and Greek languages. 
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free. 
COMMENCEMENT, Thursday JL-NK 28, 1833. 
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NICHOLS   LATIN   SCHOOL. 
This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine, and is named in honor 
of LY.MAN NICHOLS, Esq., of Boston. The special object of the school is to prepare 
students for the Freshman Class of Bates College, though students who do not con- 
template- a College course arc admitted to any of the classes which they have the 
qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the College and Theological 
School, and thus affords important advantages of association with students of more 
advanced standing and scholarship. 
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first 
year, or third class; the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class. 
The classes arc so arranged that students can enter the school at any time during the 
year. 
BOARD   OF  INSTRUCTION. 
IVORY F. FRISBEE,  A.M., PRINCIPAI Teacher of Latin and Creek. 
FRANCIS   L. BATES, A.M Teacher of Creek. 
OLIN  II. TRACY, A.B Teacher of Elocution. 
EDWARD  R.   CHADWTCK Teacher of Rhetoric. 
ALFRED  B. MORRILL Teacher of Mathematics. 
WILLIAM  H. HARTSHORN Teacher of Geography and History. 
For further particulars send for Catalogue. 
I. F. FRISBEE, Principal. 
Intro. Price. 
ALLEN: Medea of Euripides      $1.00 
FLAGG : Hellenic Orations tif Demosthenes     1.00 
Anakroonteia 35 
GOODWIN :       Greek Grammar      1.90 
Greek Reader     1.20 
Greek Moods and Tenses     1.50 
GOODWIN &. WHITE: 
First Four Books of Xcnophon's Anabasis 75 
KEEP; Essential Uses of of the Moods in Greek and Latin 28 
LEIGHTON :       New Greek Lessons 94 
LIDDELL & SCOTT: 
Greek Lexicon.    Unabridged     7.50 
Abridged     1.50 
SEYMOUR:        Selected Odes of Pindar     1-40 
SIDG WICK :        Greek Prose Composition      1.33 
TAKHELL: Philippics of Demosthenes     1.00 
TYLER: Selections from the Greek Lyric Poets      1.00 
WLIITE: First Lessons in Greek '.»4 
(Edipus Tyrannus of Sophocles ,     1-18 
Stein's Summary of the  Dialect of Herodotus 10 
Schmid's Rhythmic and Metric     2.50 
WHIT0N:        Orations of Lysios     100 
Copies sent to Teachers for Examination, with a view to Introduction, on   receipt 
of Introduction Price. 
GINN,   HEATH   &   CO.,   PUBLISHERS, 
BOSTON,   NEW   YORK,    AND    CHICAGO. 
The Bates Student. 
R. M. SYKES  & CO., 
FINE   CLOTHING 
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I Buy My Clothing of R. M. SYKES & CO. 
Don't buy an Overcoat or Suit, don't think you can buy, until you have examined our 
Stock.    We know that what we advertise is of importance to every buyer of Clotting, 
R. M. SYKES & CO., No. 76 Lisbon Street, Opp. Music Hall, Lewiston. 
The Bates Student. 
I860. 
1883. 
Washington life Insurance Company 
OF   NEW   YORK. 
A Compauv whose policies are believed to be the most just and liberal to the 
assured of any now offered to the insuring public. 
Special Feature-Non-Forfeitable Dividends. 
A Policy in the Washington cannot lapse for non-payment of premium so long as there Is 
any Dividend remaining to its credit. 
WM. F. GARCELON, Gen'l Agt., Lewiston, Me. 
WILLIAM AIKEN & CO., 
Steam Bakery, 
£To.  13   ZF^-S^tTIKZLIiT   ST., 
Lewiston, Maine. 
GEO. R. KIMBALL, Watchmaker. 
fl^Fine Watches and Clocks Repaired and 
Cleaned. , , _ „.  _ . 
All kinds of Hair Jewelry and Solid  Work 
made to order or repaired. 
All kinds of Spectacle and Eye Glass Bows 
Repaired and Warranted. 
D. W. Wiggin's Drug Store, 
102 Lisbon Street,   -   -   -   -   Lewiston, Maine. 
1810.  J. A. TRACY,  1 
 DKALER  IS  
PERIODICALS, STATIONERY, 
Blank  Books,  Writing  Inks,   Paper  Collars, all kinds  of 
Thread, Needles, etc., and a large stock of other goods 
usually kept In a first-class variety store. 
Next to Day & Nealey's, 120 Main St.,Lewiston. 
MRS.  M.  B.  SPRAGUE, 
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in 
Nerve-Life and Vip 




ns applied over the Kid 
neysand Nervo-vilal 
centers. Tne only np 
plinnce made tha 
fits every part o! 
the body, anil tin 
only one needed tc 
POSITIVELY    CVItl 
iiidnejlMsease 
It he tunalisii:. 
D j spepsia. 
the worst cases < I 
Seminal \» >•■'-  •■ 
■less,    IJxhaus 
lion,   Inipotcn 
cy,   and   all   His 
_ eases and Weak- 
I ncssof the Urfno 
• Cicnital Organ*. 
[Patented Peb. 25, 1879.] ■ ■ — ■ 
YOUNG MEN, from early indiscretion, lack 
nerve force and fail to attain strength. 
MIDDLE-AGED MEN'of ten lack vigor, attribut- 
ing it to the progress of years. 
The MOTHER, WIFE and MAID, suffering from 
Female Weakness Nervous Debility and other ail- 
ments, will 11 nd it the only cure. 
To one and all we say that the Shield gives a nat- 
ural aid in a natural way 
WITHOUT DRUGGING THE STOMACH. 
Warranted  One   Vcar,   and   the   best 
appliance made. 
Illustrated Pamphlet, THREE TYPES OP MEN, 
also Pamphlet for Ladies only, sent on receipt of 
6c, sealed; unsealed, FREE. „.   .   ..nr, -,     /-vnr"   A TVTC        W, l   i u, saaa  PIANOS and ORGANS ^  ^^ g 
And Musical Merchandise of all kinds, 
LEWISTON,   MAINE. 
Pianos and Organs to Kent and for Sale on Installments. 
Arrinrc.  134 Itladison St., Chicago. 
OFFlUtOi 1103 Chestnut St., Phila. 
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Columbia Bicycle. 
The permanence of the Bi- 
cycle as a practical road 
vehicle i* an established fact, 
and thousands of riders arc 
daily enjoying the delightful 
and health Riving exercise. 
The beautiful model and ele- 
gant appearance of the " Co- 
lumbia " excite universal 
admiration, it is carefully 
finished in every particu- 
lar, and is confidently guar- 
anteed as the best value for 
the money attained in a 
bicycle, send 8-cenl Btarap 
for ,'iii-pajfe Catalogue, with 
price lists and full informa- 
tion. 
THE POPE MFG. CO.. 
507  Washington Street, 
Boston, Mass. 
Maine Central Railroad 
CHANCE   OF   TIME, 
Commencing Sunday, Oct. 15, 1882 
Passenger Trains leave Lewiston upper 
Station: 
7.20 A.M., for Portland ami Hoston. 
11.10 A.M.. lor Portland and Boston. 
2.58 P.M., lor Wlnthrop, Waterville.Skowhegan, 
Parmingiou, and Bnnsor. 
4.15 P.MM lor Portlanil.aml Boston via bout from 
Portland. 
11.10 P.M., (mixed) for Watervillo, Skowliegan, 
ami Bangor. 
Passenger Trains leave Lewiston lower 
Station: 
6.30 A.M., for Brunswick, Hath. Rocklund, Au- 
gusta. Portland, anil Hoston. 
8.10 A.M., (mixed) for Farmfngton, arriving at. 
Fannington at 1.85 P.M. 
10.30 A.M., for Brunswick, Bockland, Augusta. 
Hangor, ami Hoston. 
3.05 P.M., for Fanninjrlon. 
5.30 P.M., for Bruuswlck, Bath, and Augusta. 
11.20 P.M., (every niglil) for Brunswick, Hangor, 
and Boston. Till* train returns to Lew- 
iston on arrival of Night Pullman trains 
from Bangor and Hoston, arriving in 
Lewiston at 1.40 A.M. 
Passenger Trains leave Auburn: 
1.23 A.M., for Portland and Hoston. 
21.14 A.M.. for Portland and Hoston. 
.48 P.M.. for Winthrop. Watervillc.Skowhcgan. 
Furmlngton. and Bangor, 
4.18 P.M., for Portland,and Hoston via boat from 
Portland. 
10.45 P.M.. (mixed) (or Watcrville, Skowliegan, 
and Hangor. 
PAYSON TUCKER, Supt. 
Portland, Oct. 15th. 
**. O. CUTLER, 
CUSTOM   TAILOR, 
 AND DKALKK IN  
FHXTE   "WOOLENS, 
No.  50   Lisbon   Street.   Lewiston,   Me. 
ft, ft, 0SQ00D *"e"67" 
$i;iiuoubs. T[mt ^iildjrs. JeuiaJrg, 
Spectacles,   Sterling Silver   and 
Rogers's Plated Ware, 
No. 81   LISBON  STREET,   LEWISTON,   ME. 
IIKSHY   A. 08000D.       III. 11. OMOOD,        CH. G. CORLISS. 
ORGANS 
FlvoOctavos.onoC-SScts Reeds, Eight Stops, 
Including Sub-Baso, Octavo Coupler, Stool, 
rook and Music, in Solid Black Walnut Case 
Fancy Sigh Top, as above. 
ONLY $30. 
THI3 OBOAM IS BUILT ot? THD OLD PLAN. 
The Famouo liccihozen. Organ 
27 Stops, HO Sets Reeds, $90. 
Coon to advanco to $125. Order now. Komlt by 
E=.nkEraft, Post Offlco Order, or Registered 
Letter. Eoxea and shipped -without a Homent'a 
Dolay.   Catalonue Free.   Address cr call upon 
^DANIEL F, BEATTTf.Washington, New Jersey.*- 
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F. I. STANLEY, Photographer and Crayon Artist, 
Specialty of Fine Cabinet and Card Photographs.    All the latest styles with icenlfl 
backgrounds.   Copying and finishing—all sizes and styles. 
Life-Size Crayon Portraits from Life or from Old Pictures. 
STUDIO, No. 86 Lisbon Street,        .       -       -       -       -       LEWISTON, MAINE. 
XT First Premium at the State Fair for the finest collection of Photographs.    Also for best Crayon Drawhgs. 
JOSEPH |>l LLOTT'S 
«* STEEIYPENS.  I 
THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404,332,351,170, 
AND HIS OTHER STYLES 
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. 
JVC.   IE.   HARLOW, 
ufacttirer  of Pure ctionery 0» 
CARAMELS AND CREAM  GOODS A SPECIALTY. 
Call and Examine at 96 Main Street, Lewiston, Maine. 
STUDENTS SHOULD BUY THEIR WOOD~ 
Of L. C. ROBBINS, No. 23 Chestnut St., between Lisbon St. and  Bates Blocks. 
Dealer in all kinds of 
Boots, Shoes 1 Eubbers, 
A.   W.   ANTHOINE, 
Watchmaker and Jeweler I 
FINE   REPAIRING. 
Great Bargains in Watches. Jewelry. &c. 
21 LISBON ST., LEWISTON. 
WALKER BROS., 
—DEALERS   IN— 
Fresh. Salt, Smoked, and Pickled Fish. 
Oysters, Clams, and  Lobsters. 
Goods delivered without extra charge in all parts of the city. 
28 Bates St., opp. Main St. F. B. Church. 
AT THE VERY LOWEST CASH PRICES. 
Large stock to select from. 
All goods as recommended. 
1'lease give him a call. 
CORNER OF MAIN AND LISBON STS., 
SIGN Of THE BIO BLACK BOOT. 
McIlV TIRE'S 
a I 
3f A.IIV   ST., 
Between Franklin and Park Sts. 
RAZORS HONED AND CONCAVED. 
The Bates Student. 
RICHAllDS  &   MERRILL, 
e i» m it a .ni    T A 11 o p m # 
AM)  DKALKRS  IN 
Tfceady-Made  Clothing, Furnishing Goods, &c. 
Wo have always on hand a very large anil choice selection of Foreign and Domestic Woolens, in latest styles and nov- 
elties, which we make to order, and guarantee in Fit, Trimmings, and Workmanship, equal to any that can be had in Maine. 
<tr A full line of Fine Suits and Overcoats always on hand.   Our .Motto:   Quick Sales at Small I'rofits. 
No.   1   Lyceum   Hall   Building,   Lewiston,   Maine. 
Buy Shirts, Collars, Cuffs, 
-AND  ALL- 
puasisExsa  GOODS 
•AT- 
ROBIE'S SHIRT STORE. 
J.   B.   SAWYER, 
MAKER  OF 
Gents' Boots and Shoes 
OK ALL KINDS. SKWKD AND PEGGED; 
Also   Leather   and   Rubber   Repairing 
Done in a Workmanlike Manner. 
Room No. 3, Journal Block. Up Stairs. 
OR. EMERY BAli^BT, WAKEFiELO   BROS. 
n  r w m   r  r   rn Xt ™ ^^ISTON'   ME., 
D    Ml   H     »     W    S      if   ,  DKALKKS   IN  
3 i-2 LISBON ST., LEWISTON. Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, 
.   . Fancy and Toilet Art.ides. Sponges, 
(.as   Administered  to   Extract  leeth. Brushes, Perfumery, etc. 
[STERBROOK'S STEEL PENS 
Leading Numbers: 14, 048, 130, 333, 161. 
For Sale by all Stationers. 
THE  ESTERBROOK  STEEL  PEN  CO., 
Works, Camden, N. J. 26 John St., New York. 
Fessenden I. Day, 
Hoots,  Slioes,  and   Rubber*, 
Xo. ft Journal Iilocli, 
Lisbon   Street,  Letviston, Maine. 
SAMUEL   BLACK, 
 DEAI.KR  IX  
Guns, Revolvers, Sporlini Goofls, 
HARDWARE    AND    CUTLERY. 
Umbrellas, Parasols,   and  Locks repaired. 
Keys fitted at sign of large key, 
84 Main St.,   -   -   Lewiston, Manie. 
N.E. BUREAU OF EDUCATION. 
Application! for every grade of School are now coming in. 
Teachers who desire to secure the best positions should reg- 
ister immediately. Blank form* of application and circulars 
sent to all inquirers, free of chnrye. The demand for good 
teachers at this office is greater than ever before. 
HIRAM  OUCUTT, Manager, 
16 Hawley St., Boston, Mass. 
The  Bates  Student. 
TEACHERS   WANTED 
to suliscrihe for our Public School Journal, 
only 181.00 a year.   Our 
Teachers'   Agency 
is the largest in the United States, being long 
established and having an admirably central 
ocation for the entire country.     Students and 
teachers desiring new or improved 
Situations 
the coming summer or fall,whether East, North, 
West, or South, should at once send for our cir- 
cular, enclosing stamp for postage. We arc 
constantly receiving calls for teachers at all 
times of the year.   Address 
F. E. WILSON & CO., 
1C>7 Central Ave., Cincinnati. O. 
TO  PRESERVE THE HEALTH 
Use the Magnction Appliance Co.'s 
MAGNETIC LUNG PROTECTOR 
2E    C1TI-"S"    $S. 
They are priceless to Ladies, Gentlemen) and 
Children with Weak I.lilies; no case of Pneumonia 
or Croup is ever known where these garments arc 
worn. They also prevent anil cure Heart, Difficul- 
ties! Colds, Itheumutism, Neuralgia, Throat Trou- 
bles, Diphtheria, Catarrh, and all kindred diseases. 
Will wear any service tor three years. Are worn 
over the under-clothing. 
PATuRPH     " is "c'e'"('ss ,n describe the symp- 
unl nnnili tomsot this nauseous disease that is 
sapping the life and strength of only too many of 
the fairest and best of both sexes. Labor, study, 
and research in America, Kurope, and Eastern 
lands have resulted in the Magnetic Luna Protector, 
affording cure for Catarrh, a remedy which contains 
No DRUGGING OK THK SYSTEM, and with the con- 
tinuous stream of Magnetism permeating through 
the afflicted organs, must restore them to a healthy 
action. We place our price for this Appliance at 
less than one-twentieth of the price asked by others 
for remedies anon which you take all the chances, 
and we especially invite the patronage of the many 
persons who have tried drugging their Stomachs 
without effect. 
HOW TO OBTAIN SS'I^tK 
If they have not got them, write to the proprietors, 
enclosing the price, in letter at our risk, and they 
will be sent to you at once by mail, postpaid. 
Send stamp for the " New'Departure in Medical 
Treatment without Medicine," with thousands of 
testimonials. 
THK MAGNKTION APPLIANCE CO., 
•218 State street, Chicago, ill. 
NOTE.—Send one dollar in postage stamps or cur- 
rency (in letter at our risk), with size of shoe usu- 
ally worn, and try a pair of our Magnetic Insoles, 
and he convinced" of the power residing in our Mag- 
netic Appliances. Positively NO COLD FEET where 
they are worn, or money refunded. 
THE COST OP 
ADVERTISING. 
For anv responsible advertiser, making applica- 
tion in good faith, we prepare and furnish a written 
estimate, showing the cost of any proposed adver- 
tising in the leading Newspapers of the United 
states and Dominion of Canada. 
We prepare and exhibit printed proofs of any 
proposed advertisement*. 
For the preparing of estimates no charge is made, 
and the applicant is placed under no obligation to 
transact his advertising business through us unless 
it appears to him that by doing so he will best ad- 
vance his own interests. 
A copy of the advertisement, a list of the papers, 
the space the advertisement is to occupy, and the 
time it is to appear, should all be given with the 
application for an estimate of the cost. 
When an advertiser does not, know what he wants 
or what lie ought to do, he can designate some sum 
of money within which he wishes to limit his ex- 
penditure; this will enable us to prepare for him 
such a list of papers as will be the best for his 
purpose, within the limits which he prescribes. 
Send 10c. for 100-page pamphlet.   Address 
GEO.P.ROWELUCO. 
Newspaper Advertising Bureau, 
(Printing House Square,      \ 
Opposite Tribune Building.   ) 
1© Spruce St., £Tew "STorls. 
EZRA H. WHITE, D.D.S, 
Bengal Eooias, 
No. 1 Lyceum Block, Lisbon Street, 
LEWISTON,   ME.. 
T.   J.   MURPHY, 
Dealer in and Manufacturer of 
Hairs, c&?s, & 
Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Me. 
Sign. -BIG GOLD HAT. 
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O. Y. OL-A 
.« 
V I I i 
CARRIAGES FURNISHED FOR FUNERALS AND PRIVATE PARTIES. 
.^-11   Orders   Piomptly   -A.ttend.eca.   to. 
Lewiston,        .... Maine. 
EASTERN   STEAM   DYE HOUSE. 
COATS,   PANTS,   SHAWLS.   SACQUES,   Ac, 
Dyed,    Cleansed   and   Repaired. 
B0NPTg HIM flflipg BIiE/tCflED /ip Pp^ED 
KID   GLOVES   COLORED   AND   CLEANSED. 
J. D. BEAL, 105 Lower Main St., Leiviston, Me. 
E.    EH.    MASON, 
PAINTER   AND  PAPER  HANGER. 
House, Sign, and Decorative Painting. Graining, Glazing, 
Kalsomining and Wall Tinting. 
All work done In B workmanlike manner   Shop OVCr J. W. CoVell'S HameSS Shop, Main St. 
JOSEPH    H.   DAY. 
DIUD  IN 
BUILDERS' HARDWARE 
Manufacturers' Supplies, 
Iron, Steel, Holts, Glass, Paints, Oils, Sewer Pipe, 
Powder, Carpenters' Tools, Fine Cutlery, Cord- 
ngc, Bird Cages, Clothes Wringers, etc., 
235  Main Street, near Bates Street, 
LEWISTON, ME. 
E. & M. S. MILLETT, 
DEALERS IN 
OF Id aim. 
Under   Clark's   Drug   Store, 
Cor. Lisbon and Ash Sts. 
Of"AH work done in the Best Possi- 
ble Manner, and Guaranteed to Give 
Satisfaction or No Charge Will be 
Made. 
MILLINERY & FANCY GOODS, 
13 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me. 
O" Goods Carefully Selected and Prices Reasonable. .Q 
DR. D. B. STROUT, 
DINflgf, 
Corner Main and Lisbon Streets, 
OVER GABCELON'S DRUG STORE. 
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DISEASE  CURED 
WITHOUT  MEDICINE! 
A   Valuable Diseorerg for supplying Magnet- 
ism to the Human System.    Electricity 
and Magnetism utilised as uervr 
before for Healing the Sick. 
THE  MAGNETIC*  APPLIANCE CO.S 
Magnetic Kidney Belt 
FOR   MEN   IS 
WARRANTED TO CURE &MrtfX 
diseases without medicine : Pain In the Bark, Hips, 
Head, or Limbs. Nervous Debility, Lumbago, Gen- 
eral Deliilitv, Hheumatism, Paralysis, Neuralgia. 
Sciatica. Diseases of the Kidneys. Spinal Diseases, 
Torpid Liver, Gout, Seminal Emissions, Impotency, 
Asthma. Heart Disease, Dyspepsia, Constipation, 
Erysipelas, Indigestion. Hernia or Uupture, Ca- 
tarrh, Piles, Epilepsy, Dumb Ague. etc. 
when any Seblilfr of the GENERATIVE OR- 
GANS occurs, Lost Vitality, Lack of Nerve Force 
anil Vigor, Wasting Weakness, and all those Dis- 
eases of a personal nature, from whatever cause, 
the continuous stream of Magnetism, permeating 
through the parts, must restore them to a healthy 
action.   There is no mistake about this Appliance. 
TO THE UmS. EflfrKSHSff8 the Spine. Falling of the Womb, Leucorrhoea, 
Chronic Inflammation and T'lceration of the Womb, 
Incidental Hemorrhage or Flooding, Painful, Sup- 
pressed, and Irregular Menstruation, Barrenness, 
and Change of Life, this is the Pest Appliance and 
Curative Agent known. For all forms of Female 
Difficulties it is unsurpassed by anything before In- 
vented, both as a curative agent and as a source of 
power and vitallzatlon. 
Price of either Belt, with Magnetic. Insoles, $10. 
Sent bv express C. O. D., and examination allowed, 
or by mail on receipt of price. In ordering send 
measure of waist and size of shoe. Remittance can 
be made In currency, sent in letter at our risk. 
The Magnetion Garments are adapted to all ages, 
are worn over the under-clothing (not next to the 
body like the many Galvanic, and Electric Humbugs 
advertised so extensively), and should be taken off 
at night. They hold their POWER FOREVER, and 
are worn at all seasons of the year. 
Send stamp for the " New Departure In Medical 
Treatment WITHOUT MEDICINK," with thousands 
of testimonials. _ _ 
THE MAGNETION APPLIANCE CO , 
218 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 
NOTE.—Send one dollar In postage stamps or cur- 
rency (in letter at our risk), with size of shoe usu- 
ally worn, and try a pair of our Magnetic- Insoles, 
and be convinced of the power residing in our other 
Magnetic Appliances. Positively NO COLD FEET 
where they are worn, or money refunded. 
c ut This Out & Return to us with TEH CTS. * w ui '11 get by mail A GOLDEN BOX OF GOODS _ -TTHlfoE MONEY, in One Month, than anything else in America. Absolute! ertainty. Need no capital. M.Young,mOreeiiwieuStJ». York. fna^uTTrlng you311 
THE LARGEST STOCK OF CHOICE 
Flour, Groceries, Provisions, k '! 
In the City, can be found with 
NEALEY  & MILLER, 
Cor. Main and Bites Sts , Lewiston. 
ft?" Bottom Prices always guaranteed. 
A. M. JONES &   CO., 
 DEALERS IX  
BOOTS. SHOES, & RUBBERS, 
No. 7 College Block, 







Lewiston to   Boston 
(Limited Tickets.) 
THE FAVORITE STEAMERS 
JOHN BROOKS & FOREST CITY 
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, at 7 O'clock P.M., 
and India Wharf, ISoston, at 7 o'clock P.M., (Sun- 
days exempted). 
Passengers by this line are reminded that they 
secure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the ex- 
pense and Inconvenience of arriving in Boston late 
at night. 
Through tickets for sale at all principal stations 
on the Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railways. 
Tickets to New York, via the various Sound and 
Rail lines for sale. 
a .-.' I' ivU: hi ■• taken as usual. 
J. B. COYLE, JK., Gen. Ag't.,Portland. 
Call at F. L. HOYT'S 
For Gilt-Edge Batter, First-Class 
Meats, Fancy Flour, etc., which 
he sells as low as any in town who 
keep First-Class Goods. Call and 
see and convince yourself of the 
fact. 
The Bates Student. 
h 
'5 I 
100 Lisbon St., opp. Arthur Sands'. 
All work warranted to jjive satisfaction 
or no charge will be made. 
w 





SEWING MACHINE CO 
.30 UNION SQUARE.NEW YORK 
CHICAGO, ILL.-  
ORANGE, lYIASS. 
B AND ATLANTA, GA.- 
■   0 .-: •."•'\;-.t.'.-_ FOR  SALE BY «S 
SULLIVAN & HILEEETH, Lewictcn. 
FINE PRINTING. LOW PRICES. 
taiVTtvn 
OF ALL KINDS EXECUTED AT THE 
Journal Job Office, 
LEWISTON, MAINE. 
One of the Largest Printing Houses East of Boston. 
Having  a  very extensive  Job  Printing  Establishment 
furnished with the very best appliances of Presses, Type, 
and Workmanship, we especially solicit orders for Fine 
Printing of all kinds, 




We also make a specialty of 





Don't send out of the State for these goods, for 
we guarantee to give 
Good Work at Low Prices 
(U All orders addressed to the 
PUBLISHERS OF JOURNAL, 
Lewiston, Maine. 
HANDL Tl f 
-DEALERS IN- 
School, Miscellaneous, and Standard Books, 
BLA.3STK:   BOOKS,    ST-A-TIOaTEKTST, 
Periodicals, Auto, and Photo. Albums, Paper Hangings, Window Shades, &.c. 
We would cull attention to the " American Catalogue," the most extensive catalogue of American 
publications extant.   Students and others are invited to examine these works at 
any time in their search tor American publications and their prices. 
46 LtoKoia St., @pp* IUMI© HatMs 3U@wM@su 
LIFE   INSURANCE. 
PLEASE   EXAMINE   THE   MASSACHUSETTS   NON-FORFEITURE   LAW   UNDER 
WHICH  THE 
(The Oldest Chartered Company in America)    Works: 
'M% 
CASH SURRENDER VALUE EACH YEARI LIBERAL FORM OF POLICY 
LARGE DIVIDENDS! ABSOLUTE SECURITYI 
Y. RICHARD FOSS, M Alt., 176 Mil St., Portlai 
BRANCH  OFFICE: Savings Bank Building, Lewiston. 
You can get your WATCH CLEANED 
and  WARRANTED for  $1.00, 
AT E. E. POMEROY'S, 
No. 3 Rye Block. 
A Fine Assortment of Jewelry always on hand. 
THE   MORNING   STAR 
A large and excellent religious paper for Hie family 
or for any person.   Price, $2.00. 
SUNDAY SCHOOL  PAPERS, 
LITTLE STAR and MYRTLE, are published alternate 
weeks. Price, 35 cents each; in packages to one address, 
'2b cents each. 
QUARTERLY aud three grades of LESSON LEAVES. 
Send orders, or for sample copies to 
I. D. STEWART, DOVER, N. H. 
G. F. RAYMOND & SON, 
DOUBLE OR SINGLE. 
lE^Hacks for Concerts  and  Entertain- 
ments, and Large Teams for Class Rides. 
Stable, Franklin St., Lewiston. 
Go to Perkins' Cigar 
Store for all kinds of 
Cigars, Tobacco, Pipes, 
and Cigarettes. 
E. PERKINS. 
Perkins'   Orchestra. 
45-We are prepared to furnish from one to eleven men 
at the shortest notice, for Wedding Parties, Exhibitions, 
Dramatic Entertainments, Balls, Private Parties, Assem- 
blies, etc. 
Cornet and Piano furnished if desired. 
Call on or address E. Perkins, Lewiston, Me. 
Office at Perkins' Cigar Store. 
WH. PULYERMAN, So. M Lisbon 
KEEPS CONSTANTLY ON HAND A WELL SELECTED STOCK OF 
g^g^^fr^^-Tg^ ££5l « v^^W gjjjjj v4^> ~^^ tffif*'' 
Hats,  Caps,   and  Cents'   Furnishing  Coods, 
Which be sells at Bottom Prices.   Also FOREIGN AND AMERICAN WOOLENS for Custom 
Trade, which lie makes up in the Latest Style and at the Lowest Prices.    Give him a call. 
Wm. Pulverman, Red Store, No. 24 Lisbon St., Lewiston. 
CLOTHING ! 
The Largest Stock and Best Assortment of 
ii* 4L& *#* , i 
CLOTHING I! 
In Lewiston, is to be found at 
BICKNELL & NEAL'S, 86 Lisbon Street, corner Ash. 
Also one of the Largest and Best stocks of Hats, Caps, Trunks. Umbrellas, and Gents' Furnishing 
Goods. Wc manufacture large quantities of our own goods, thus enabling us to offer a First-Class Article 
for Less Money than any other linn in the city. And we guarantee in every case the Latest Style* and 
Best of Fits,   *s-(Graduating Suits a specialty. 
BICKNELL   &   NEAL, 86 Lisbon Street, Lewiston. 
If, I 
Bookseller. 
NEW  AND  SECOND-HAND   BOOKS, 
On marly every subject, at Low Prices. 
Blank Books, Stationery, Newspapers and Maga- 
zines, Albums, &c. old Books Bought, Sold, and 
Exchanged. Second-Hand School and College 
Text-Books a Specialty. 
THE   BLUB:   BOOKSTORE 
59 Lisbon St., Lewiston. 
BOOTS  AND  SHOES. 
GENTLEMEN, we call your attention 
to our Splendid Line of Shoes, which 
embraces a large variety of Standard 
majces, including all grades from the 
finest to the coarsest. Prices always the 
lowest and a Perfect Fit Guaranteed. 
MELCHER    &    MILLER, 
UNDER MUSIC HALL. LEWISTON. MAINE. 
26   LISBON STREET,   26 GREAT BARGAINS IN 
Two Doors Above Lyceum Hall, STUDENTS       F 0 R H I f U B F 




College Stationery a Specialty 
LEWISTON,   -   MAINE. 
FINE GOODS. Low PRICES. 
Both New and Second-Hand.   Call and Exam- 
ine for yourself. 
S. RECORD, Lower Main St. 
